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feature | audiobook month

BLACK AMERICAN HISTORY FROM
AN EPIC CHORUS

Considering how much language has been used
to control Black lives for hundreds of years, how
does a choral audiobook like this one reclaim
Black power?
IBRAM X. KENDI: There are few powers more important than the power to tell your own story. Black
people have been fighting for this power for centuries, and we claimed this power for Four Hundred Souls.

KEISHA N. BLAIN: The attempts to silence Black

people—and especially Black women—are a defining feature of American history. The audiobook
of Four Hundred Souls aims a direct challenge to
those efforts by giving voice to a communal history
written and narrated by Black people.
Some of the book’s essays are read by their authors, others by actors. Tell us about the process
of matching essays with narrators.
SARAH JAFFE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: We wanted to

Visit BookPage.com to read our starred
review of the Four Hundred Souls audiobook
and an extended version of this Q&A.
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assemble a cast that felt true to the project of the
book, and to do that we knew we needed a plurality and a diversity of narrators.
We identified a few authors
who would be particularly
good fits to read their own
work: those renowned for
their work in the audio world;
poets who are skilled performers; an array of legendary
activists and public speakers;
and professors who perform
at the front of a classroom
every day and know how to
make their words sink in and
sing in a different way.
When it came time to pair
actors with the rest of the
pieces, we wanted to be really thoughtful about
how we did that. I’m a firm believer that while
actors can do anything, everyone (actor or not)
does their best work when they’re working on
something they’re passionate about. And since this
book is largely about how Black America is not a
monolith, we wanted to give our cast the chance to
choose the pieces that resonated most with them.
So instead of just assigning pieces, we gave actors
the option to choose what they wanted to read.
© CHIOKE I’ANSON

In the monumental audiobook of Four Hundred Souls (Random House Audio, 14 hours),
edited by Ibram X. Kendi and Keisha N. Blain,
essays and poems chronicling 400 years of Black
American history are read by a vast chorus of 87
narrators. Kendi and Blain discuss the transformation of their groundbreaking book into audio, and
they’re joined by Penguin Random House Audio
producers Sarah Jaffe, Amber Beard and Molly Lo
Re, who offer a peek into the production process.

MOLLY LO RE, ASSOCIATE PRODUCER: What I per-

© STEPHEN VOSS

Behind the scenes of the year’s most astounding
audiobook cast production

IBRAM X. KENDI
AMBER BEARD, ASSOCIATE
PRODUCER: I am a longtime

poetry nerd, so I’m always
thrilled to get a chance to
bring poems to life via auKEISHA N. BLAIN
dio. I was particularly drawn
to Mahogany L. Browne’s
poem, “Morse: John Wayne Niles . __. . Ermias
Joseph Asghedom.” The opening lines, “Gunshot
wound / is a violent way to say gone missing,” are
so potent and resonant with what happens in our
world today. Also, the use of Morse code added a
unique element.
Is there anything that surprised you once you
heard the final audiobook?
BLAIN: I knew Four Hundred Souls was an ambitious project, and co-editing it further revealed
how unique it was to have so many contributors
across so many fields and genres. However, the
audiobook revealed how truly impressive the book
is—and I am proud to be a part of this wonderful project.

sonally love about the finished product is that the
performances are simultaneously intertwined yet
separate strands. The audiobook is undoubtedly a
collective endeavor, with voices coming together
to share 400 years of the African American experience. But at the same time, each essay is given
JAFFE: We always say this about audiobooks, but
voice by a different reader with their own perspecit really does bring the text to life—maybe more
tive, performance style,
so in this book than alvocal tone. For me, it
most any other I’ve lis“There are few powers more
was less about getting
tened to. You hear these
individual pairings important than the power to tell layers of history and
“right” and more about
experience speaking to
your own story.”
making sure we got the
you in chorus, filtered
through this powerful writing and these beautioverall experience of listening to the book right.
ful performances, and occasionally as you’re imIs there any performance from this collection
mersed in what you’re listening to, you recognize a
that stuck with you after you heard it?
voice, which gives you that feeling of, “Hey, I know
this person!” Maybe they’re telling you something
KENDI: I loved Danai Gurira’s performance [of
Martha S. Jones’ “1774–1779 The American Revyou never knew before or never thought about that
olution”], and Professor Blain’s closing oration
way before, or just something you really needed
was powerful.
to hear someone say out loud and name as true.
It becomes intimate and multifaceted and overtly
personal in a way history often isn’t. That’s powerBLAIN: I loved Phylicia Rashad’s performance of
Bernice McFadden’s essay on Zora Neale Hurston.
ful. This is a powerful book.

MORE GREAT NEW CAST
AUDIOBOOKS
H The Final Revival of Opal & Nev
Some stories are meant to be told out loud.
Such is the case with Dawnie Walton’s heralded
debut novel, The Final Revival of Opal & Nev
(Simon & Schuster Audio, 13.5 hours), which
comes to life through a full cast of incredible
voice talents, including Janina Edwards, Bahni
Turpin, James Langton and 15 others. The
fictional oral history recounts the story of a
1970s rock collaboration between a glam Black
American singer and a white British singer-songwriter. You’ll wish you could
rush out to scour your local music store for Opal & Nev’s long-lost albums.
—G. Robert Frazier

FILL UP YOUR

to be listened to
LIST!

READ BY THE AUTHOR

Big Time
As soon as you press play on Big Time (Random House Audio, 8.5 hours) by former “Late
Show” writer Jen Spyra and hear the familiar
voice of Stephen Colbert reading the introduction, you’ll quickly realize that you shouldn’t
listen to it anywhere it’s not socially acceptable
to laugh out loud. The stories follow a formula,
starting with a familiar trope (a locked-room
murder mystery, for example) and quickly veering off into absurdity, satire or both. The star-studded cast of narrators adds to
the enjoyment: The author is joined by Dan Stevens of “Downton Abbey” fame
and actor-comedians Lauren Lapkus, Matt Rogers and Thomas Whittington.
—Norah Piehl

READ BY LOUISE BREALEY &
KOBNA HOLDBROOK-SMITH

READ BY NATALIE NAUDUS

The Removed
In The Removed (HarperAudio, 7 hours) by
Brandon Hobson, a Cherokee family grapples
with the death of their teenage son and brother,
Ray-Ray, 15 years after his murder. Each chapter is told from a different character’s perspective, moving among family members as well as
an elder named Tsala. Each actor in the cast of
Indigenous narrators does a magnificent job
portraying the complicated emotions and layered personality of their character, making The Removed feel more like a recorded play than a straightforward reading.
—Anna Zeitlin

New Yorkers
“Part of loving New York is just mourning the
hell out of it.” With lines like that, you can’t help
but listen to the treasure trove of rich stories in
Craig Taylor’s New Yorkers (Recorded Books,
14 hours). Taylor spent six years interviewing
180 New Yorkers, some briefly, some over the
course of several years. The audiobook brings
this “profusion of voice in New York” even
further into the realm of oral history, with a cast
that includes such New Yorkers as Catherine Ho, Luis Moreno and more.
—G. Robert Frazier

READ BY ALI AHN

READ BY THE AUTHOR

READ BY REBECCA SOLER,
JESSE VILINSKY,
& EMMA GALVIN

FROM

MACMILLAN
AUDIO
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interview | clint smith

© CARLETTA GIRMA

“You don’t have to accept
the world as an inevitability.
It can be transformed.”

THE PAST IS STILL WITH US

Clint Smith’s debut nonfiction book brilliantly separates history from nostalgia.
Clint Smith, whose spellbinding How the Word
also published an award-winning book of poetry
Is Passed: A Reckoning With the History of
and taught high school English, and he assumed
Slavery Across America is a must-read, grew up
he would teach for the next 30 years. “I loved
in New Orleans. He remembers frequently passing
talking about literature with teenagers,” he says.
the city’s Robert E. Lee monument, riding along
But Smith’s teaching experiences had raised
Jefferson Davis Parkway and
larger questions about the role
attending a middle school
of education in our society. He
named for Robert Mills
began reading widely about
Lusher, another leader of the
the philosophy and practice
of education by writers who
Confederacy.
were “thinking about using
Speaking by phone from
Washington, D.C., Smith tells
the classroom to help students
me that when his hometown
understand that the world is a
removed Confederate statues
social construction,” he says.
“It can be deconstructed and
and memorials in 2017, he
began wondering, “What does
reconstructed into something
it mean that I grew up in a city,
new. The essence of that is that
a majority Black city, in which
you don’t have to accept the
there were more homages to
world as an inevitability. It can
enslavers than there were to
be transformed.”
enslaved people? How does
Pursuing this interest
that happen, and what does
further, Smith entered a
mu l t i d i s c i p l i na r y Ph. D.
the process of reckoning with
program at Har vard.
that look like?”
During graduate school,
By that moment in 2017,
he freelanced for The New
Smith had given up his lifelong
quest to become a professional
Yorker, the New Republic and
How the Word Is Passed
soccer player (he was good but
the Atlantic (where he’s now a
Little, Brown, $29, 9780316492935
not quite good enough) and
staff writer) as a way to distill
turned to literature, writing
the history and theory he was
American History
and performing slam poetry
learning in the classroom into
“just as obsessively as 15-year-old me stayed up
a more approachable format.
until 3 a.m. watching second division [soccer]
After New Orleans removed its Confederate
statues in 2017, Smith began writing a series of
teams from the Netherlands on cable TV.” He had
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daily poems to explore issues around “growing
up surrounded by Confederate iconography,”
he says. He eventually decided the subject
needed something lengthier and wrote two
prose chapters, but he was unsatisfied with
the results. Then a visit to Monticello, Thomas
Jefferson’s Virginia home, which Smith details
in the brilliantly prismatic first chapter of his
book, presented him with the format for How
the Word Is Passed: Talk to people. Respectfully,
interestedly. And do enough research to
contextualize their stories and delineate the
difference between history and nostalgia.
“When I went to Monticello in the summer of
2018, I had never done a lot of reporting,” Smith
says. “I’m not someone who walks up to strangers
and asks them questions. That’s not a part of my
natural ethos. But I did that at Monticello, and it
transformed what I hoped the book could do. My
own ideas about what these people and places
meant had to be in conversation with what these
people and places meant to other people.”
Some visitors he talked to were astonished,
sometimes disheartened, to learn of the moral
inconsistencies of Jefferson, the author of the
Declaration of Independence, who, like so many
of the Founding Fathers, owned enslaved people.
Recent scholarship has revealed that Jefferson
fathered children with enslaved women, most
notably Sally Hemings, and kept his children
enslaved. In fact, Smith found his book’s title in
the oral history of Hemings’ descendants.
In recent years, Monticello has made an effort
to tell the stories of the people Jefferson owned
alongside the story of Jefferson himself. But not
all the historical sites of enslavement that Smith
visited for his book—Louisiana’s Angola State
Prison, Blandford Cemetery for Confederate
veterans in Virginia, the African Burial Ground in
New York City, the House of Slaves on Gorée Island
in Senegal and others—probe their complicated
histories as much as Monticello does. Smith’s
fascinating, nuanced book illuminates this struggle
to acknowledge and reckon with these histories on
both individual and societal levels.
“My grandfather’s grandfather was enslaved,”
Smith says. “My grandmother’s grandfather was
born right after emancipation. The history that
we tell ourselves was a long time ago wasn’t in
fact that long ago. Slavery existed for a hundred
years longer in this country than it has not existed.
We forget that sometimes. We forget how much it
shaped this country. We forget the extent to which
that past is still with us.”
—Alden Mudge
Visit BookPage.com to read our starred
review of How the Word Is Passed.

well read

by robert weibezahl

H Americanon
The concept behind Americanon:
An Unexpected U.S. History in Thirteen Bestselling Books (Dutton, $28,
9781524746636) is nothing short of brilliant, and journalist Jess McHugh delivers
on her inspired premise with insight and
aplomb. As the book’s subtitle explains,
she looks at the history of America through
the success of 13 bestselling books, but the
curveball is that these are not the sort of
titles that immediately come to mind when
we think of bestsellers. There’s no Gone
With the Wind here, or The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, or Roots. The bestsellers
McHugh explores are true megasuccesses, to be certain, each having sold
tens of millions of copies. They’re even books many of us have on our shelves.
But they’re probably not titles we’ve given much thought—such as Webster’s
Dictionary, Betty Crocker’s Picture Cook Book and Emily Post’s Etiquette. But
according to McHugh, these books have both reflected and shaped society and
the American character in ways that far surpass any novel.
McHugh recounts the origins of these books as she investigates their content and influence, beginning with The Old Farmer’s Almanac, which published during
country’s
This refreshing dive into American our
infanc y, and
social history uses the unexpected ending with two
New Age selflens of reference books, primers
help books that
are still influenand how-to guides that shaped
tial: Louise Hay’s
You Can Heal
our national identity.
Your Life and
Stephen R. Covey’s The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. Along the way she
delves into Ben Franklin’s Autobiography, Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends
and Influence People and David Reuben’s Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Sex* (*But Were Afraid to Ask). She also looks at books that we in
the 21st century may not remember but that played seminal roles in molding
many generations, including the McGuffey Readers that educated children
for decades and Catharine Beecher’s 19th-century domestic guides, which
defined a particular ideal of womanhood and launched many imitators.
McHugh’s well-supported argument is that while these books grew out of
the particular needs and mindsets of their times, they were all built on societal underpinnings that support our national mythology: that self-reliance,
self-sacrifice and self-improvement pave the road to success and to becoming
a “good” American. Of course, this is a white-, Protestant- and male-centric
mythology. Even something as seemingly benign as a dictionary is complicit.
As Hugh reveals, Noah Webster’s impetus for his speller and dictionary was to
codify the way “proper” Americans speak and write, with no room for immigrants and outsiders to dilute the language with regional or cultural variants.
Historically, even sex manuals, despite their titillating aspects, generally hewed
to conventional, heterosexual norms. Everything You Always Wanted to Know
About Sex* was blatantly homophobic and racist, despite being published and
gaining popularity on the cusp of the sexual revolution in the late 1960s.
Some of the most astute observations in this penetrating history are about
how these books’ creators did not always live by the same rules they imposed
upon their rank-and-file readers. McHugh’s book is essential reading—illuminating, engaging and absorbing. You’ll never look at the dictionary or cookbook on your shelf in quite the same way.

Robert Weibezahl is a publishing industry veteran, playwright and novelist.
Each month, he takes an in-depth look at a recent book of literary significance.

lifestyles

by susannah felts

H What Fresh Hell
Is This?
Remember Gen X? No? That’s fine, no
one does. But hey, we’re out here, and
we’re heading into midlife and its many
crises. Good thing we have Heather
Corinna with us along for the bumpy
ride, like the whip-smart, sardonic
friend you used to hang with at punk
shows who’s now armed with a metric ton of hard-earned wisdom about
the endocrine system, advice for vaso
motor freakouts and edibles. A longtime
champion of feminist health, Corinna has previously written books for teens
and tweens about bodies, sexuality and relationships. Their new book, What
Fresh Hell Is This? (Hachette Go, $19.99, 9780306874765), is a brilliantly irreverent and disruptive addition to the menopause survival/triumph category.
Corinna writes forthrightly about their own experience, describing it as “not
great in the way that, say, the 2016 US presidential election was not great.” They
put their activist mojo to use in a guide that argues forcefully for new thinking
about perimenopause, with a lot of laughs—and comics and Mad Libs!—along
the way. Game changed.

Jungalow
Have you always been a sucker for luscious displays
of color, pattern and texture in your personal space?
Or, after a year of staying home, are you fed up with
your minimalist, white-walled temple and ready to
splash bright shades and wallpaper everywhere?
Maybe you just need a gorgeous, aspirational coffee-
table book to page through while you wait for the
takeout to arrive. If your answer to any of these possibilities is yes, then the new Justina Blakeney will be
your jam. Fans of her wildly successful The New Bohemians (I am one) will swoon
over Jungalow: Decorate Wild (Abrams, $40, 9781419747052). Never afraid to
go big on a multiplicity of patterns, Blakeney asserts that “mixing is magic” and
shows us how it’s done. Biophilia gets a loving nod here, too, with a chapter on
how to work houseplants into your wild style. Prepare to be dazzled.

A Year of Weeks
Seven days is a short but solid amount of time to try
something new—too brief, perhaps, to lead to a new
habit, but sure to bring a sense of accomplishment.
Can you commit to doing one new thing for a single week? Sure you can, says Erica Root in A Year
of Weeks (Running Press, $17.99, 9780762499120).
Cute as can be, this fully hand-drawn interactive
workbook contains 52 prompts, from whimsical to
practical, nudging us to draw, put on our thinking
caps, be kind, follow our curiosity and so on. Show
gratitude, notice everyday beauty, clean one thing, help someone or write someone a note. Design seven new socks or bookmarks or coffee mugs or hairstyles!
In each case, you’re aiming for seven consecutive days of trying out your selected
task, and Root’s drawings invite you to record evidence of your efforts right in
the book. Pick up two copies: one for you and one for a pal or family member,
because a little friendly accountability will only make the challenges sweeter.

Susannah Felts is a Nashville-based writer and co-founder of The Porch,
a literary arts organization. She enjoys anything paper- or plant-related.
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behind the book | elizabeth letts

Keep going and you’ll get there
Writing about an epic horseback road trip from 1954
helped Elizabeth Letts find contentment in the pandemic world of 2020.

© TED SAUNDERS

Annie Wilkins inspired me. In 1954, 62 years
old, penniless and unwell, she set off from Maine
on the cusp of winter believing she could ride her
horse all the way to California. When I decided
to write about her, I thought I’d found a path to
escape just like she had. I imagined myself gliding down endless highways as I did research for
my book, freed from the concerns of daily life. I’d
be Annie, unfettered, alone, no cell phone in my
pocket relentlessly calling me to the things of this
world. Or at least, that’s how I pictured it would go.
And no wonder escape was
my fantasy. I’m a member of the
“sandwich generation,” juggling
the demands of a frail, aging
parent and a growing teenage son. My life is punctuated
by ordinary things—grocery
shopping and doctors’ appointments, kids’ sports practices
and calling the plumber. Most
of the time, I find it hard to leave
town even for a few days.
Despite all this, I geared
up to investigate Annie’s epic
adventure, a journey that I had
sent home for online schoolAnd how did she respond to that? Unfailingly,
already planned to retrace inch
ing; my older daughters both
for the first 62 years of her life, she just kept going.
moved home. The quiet sancNot a word of complaint. She adopted her father’s
by inch—if I could just find the
motto—“Keep going and you’ll get there”—which
time. In 2017, I started to follow
tuary where I did my writing
was filled with people jostling
Annie’s route in chunks. Using
is helpful for a journey, even if it’s the ordinary
vintage maps for guidance, I
for desk space, fridge space and
journey of life.
sought out a landscape that
bandwidth. I moved my laptop
As I wrote about Annie’s life and travels, I began
The Ride of Her Life
no longer existed but whose
from
my
home
office
into
my
to
perceive that I hadn’t really been stuck before.
Ballantine, $28, 9780525619321
traces nonetheless remained
bedroom and immersed myself
The binds I had chafed at were less like boundaries
in plain sight if you knew where
in what solitude I could find.
and more like the yellow lines on the highway—not
Biography
to look—filling stations with a
Throughout the next months,
walls to keep me confined but guidelines to keep
couple of pumps out front, roadside diners and
as I spun the results of my research into a story,
me straight on the road.
my own vista grew smaller. But Annie’s world got
motor courts, Main Streets of small towns. America
Yes, Annie’s journey was epic, but the things she
bigger and bigger as
as it was, just on the cusp of being transformed by
carried—her pluck
“The binds I had chafed at
she traveled from the
the massive interstate highway system. Each time
and determination,
wooded confines of
I ventured out, I was caught up in the romance of
her faith in the essenwere less like boundaries and
New England to the
the vast American landscape. Each time, I hurried
tial goodness of the
wide-open spaces
home before I was quite finished, wishing I had
more like the yellow lines on the world and her love for
of the West. And it
more time to stay on the road.
her animal companseemed that the lon- highway—guidelines to keep me ions—were all things
I confess I envied Annie’s freedoms—a woman
on her own, with her horse and dog for company,
ger I stayed in my
she possessed before
straight on the road.”
doing precisely and only what she pleased. I often
own home, the better
she started. And so,
wished I, too, could leave everything behind—the
as I sat at home with my laptop, slowly growing
I understood Annie. She was a single woman, short
and square, working class and proud of it, divorced
instant messages, the emails, the work and home
used to the restricted world we’ve been living in,
responsibilities that modern technology allows us
and with no children at a time when women were
I learned that the truest journeys of our lives take
to bring along so that we never truly get away.
judged mostly by their relation to others—mother,
place in our hearts. That’s the lesson Annie taught
me. And it was a lesson I needed to learn.
The Ride of Her Life was mostly complete
wife, widow. Annie Wilkins never went anywhere
—Elizabeth Letts
when, in late February 2020, I decided to squeeze
or did much of anything except work in the kinds of
in another trip. I didn’t know it would be the last
jobs available to a woman with a sixth grade educaVisit BookPage.com to read our starred
one—but as every reader now knows, the world
tion. She was trapped in a life that was pretty much
review of The Ride of Her Life.
inevitable for her. She had no means of escape.
was about to change. Within a month, my son was
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q&a | danielle henderson

‘I survived, and I keep surviving.
Then I write it down.’
In The Ugly Cry (Viking,
$27, 9780525559351), Danielle Henderson writes
about experiencing abuse
from family members, being
abandoned by her mother
and growing up with her
foulmouthed, horror movie-
loving grandmother. Individually these topics seem
unfathomably heavy—but
Henderson leavens them
with humor to create a
wholly original testament
to survival.
You originally set out to become a fashion designer but became a writer instead.
What changed your course?
Oh, my résumé reads like I’ve been on the
run from the law. Most of the work I’ve done
has been out of survival—I’ve supported
myself entirely since I first left home after
high school—and that does not leave a lot
of room to dream or define your goals. My
course changed as I changed, as I grew,
as I gained more confidence in my abilities or felt more desperation about how I
was living.
There are plenty of writers who know what they
want to do in utero and map their lives toward
those specific goals. I’ve never taken a writing
course, I’ve never been to a writer’s retreat, I’ve
never taken a year off to work on my craft. I survived, and I keep surviving. Then I write it down.
Flannery O’Connor said, “The fact is that anybody who has survived his childhood has enough
information about life to last him the rest of his
days.” What would you say to that?
I understand the sentiment, but I don’t think that’s
entirely true—especially now, when hypervigilant
parents are shielding children from their own
childhoods as a way to avoid any kind of pain.
A lot of people emerge from childhood as absolute chumps, and they remain chumps until their
dying day.
I would say the opposite was true of my experience. Yes, I had a clear picture of the horrors the
world could throw at you, but it took me decades
to learn that I was worthy of love. It took me even
longer to learn that I could love someone else. For
me, surviving childhood meant that I started my
adult life at a deficit.

© MAILE KNIGHT

Danielle Henderson’s sharp, shocking and mirthful memoir
will have you laughing through the tears.
Your acknowledgments are extensive
and heartfelt, and they include your
mother. Are you at peace with her?
I’m at peace with myself. I was able to
find an astonishing amount of grace as
I was writing about her, which came as
a surprise. But our relationship is still in
flux. I’ve made peace with her in that I
see her for exactly who she is, and I’m
no longer willing to spend effort on
being angry at all the things she’s not.
That does not mean there
is a happily ever after for
us, but it does mean that
there is a happily ever after for me.

What’s the appeal for
you of writing memoir
instead of fiction?
Memoir creates deeper
connections, whether
you’re writing a book or
telling a story over dinner. I thought about the
books I needed to see on
my library list when I was
a teenager, and I would
have felt so much better about myself if I knew that
other women had survived similar families. I’m
compelled to tell my story as it happened because
I am compelled by connection as a form of healing.

GREAT
READS
FOR A

RESILIENT
SPIRIT!

M ALLORY WEGGEM ANN
ISBN: 9781400223466 • $26.99

Who would you like to see read your book?
Everyone. I will not rest until I am casually sitting
next to someone on public transit and they are
reading my book, gently crying tears of blood.
Everyone, but especially grandparents and people raised by grandparents. There are so many of
us, and those relationships are so special. I don’t
think grandparents get enough credit for the myriad ways they save our lives.
What do you hope readers will take away from
The Ugly Cry?
The great capacity we all have to survive. The boulders of joy we can find among the pebbles of pain. I
want readers to feel that their families are an origin
story, not an endpoint.
—Priscilla Kipp

MIC HE LLE WILLIA MS
ISBN: 9781400223336 • $26.99

Visit BookPage.com to read our
starred review of The Ugly Cry and an
extended version of this Q&A.
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whodunit

by bruce tierney
Lesson in Red

Maria Hummel’s Lesson in Red (Counterpoint, $27, 9781640094314) finds
Los Angeles writer/editor Maggie Richter in Vermont, nursing her emotional wounds after the severely traumatic events chronicled in Hummel’s
hit 2018 thriller, Still Lives. But Maggie is soon summoned back to LA to
investigate some unsettling circumstances around the suicide of Brenae
Brasil, a talented young film student who seemed destined for a dazzling
career. Maggie has strong reservations about returning to the City of Angels, which has been anything but angelic for her. But on the other hand,
it promises to be a well-paid gig, and it appeals to her innate inclination
toward investigative journalism (with its inevitable attendant perils). As
Maggie dives into Brasil’s work, she begins to think that the woman’s death
might not have been suicide after all, and that Brasil was killed because
she angered powerful, influential people in her field. Just as in Still Lives,
Hummel tempers the intriguing investigation and glitzy depiction of the
West Coast art world with a sobering examination of the roles of women in creative endeavors and the biases
they must endure therein.

A Study in Crimson
When Universal Studios acquired the film rights to Sherlock Holmes in 1942,
they changed the setting of the stories from the Victorian era to the then-present
day. The 12 films starring Basil Rathbone as Holmes and Nigel Bruce as John
Watson in World War II-era Britain serve as inspiration for Robert J. Harris’
A Study in Crimson (Pegasus, $25.95, 9781643137582). In 1942 London, the
newspaper headlines are all about the war. That’s good news for Scotland Yard
Detective Lestrade, who would like to keep his investigation of a Jack the Ripper
copycat under the radar. No point in further scaring Londoners who are already
frightened out of their wits by the nightly bombings. “Crimson Jack” has been
taunting the police, leaving cryptic notes at the scenes of his murders and timing the killings to the precise dates of the original Ripper’s crimes. Lestrade’s
strong suit is knowing when he is outmatched, and he summons Holmes to
“lend a hand” (i.e., solve the case). Harris’ take on the iconic characters is outstanding. Fans of the films will have no problem evoking mental images of
Rathbone and Bruce moving through their wartime London milieu.

Sign up for our mystery newsletter at BookPage.com/enews.

Hairpin Bridge
Twins are often said to share a special bond. That certainly seemed to be the
case with Cambry and Lena Nguyen, until Cambry’s unexpected suicide. At
the outset of Taylor Adams’ gripping thriller Hairpin Bridge (William Morrow, $27.99, 9780063065444), Lena is beginning to come to terms with her loss
but still feels like there is something off about the official police account of
Cambry’s death. So she decides to travel to Montana to get a firsthand look at
the bridge from which her twin allegedly jumped to her death. She meets with
Corporal Raymond Raycevic, the officer who discovered the body; he is affable
and forthcoming, but something feels strange about him as well. The pragmatic
Lena is aware that she may be grasping at straws, as if wishing that the cause of
her sister’s death were something other than suicide might make it so. But early
on, Lena discovers that Corporal Raycevic had stopped Cambry for speeding
just a short time before she died. His glib explanation and wave-of-the-hand
dismissal of this coincidence rings false to Lena or, at the very least, seems
incomplete. And so a game of cat and mouse begins, and readers won’t find out until the final pages whether
Lena is a grief-stricken fantasist or an exceptionally canny adversary (albeit one who is perhaps destined for
the same fate as her sister). Hairpin Bridge reads like a Stephen King novel and is especially reminiscent of
Misery in how the characters shape-shift as the narrative progresses, leaving the reader wondering who is more
dangerous—and more importantly, which one will prevail.

H The Granite Coast
Murders
Jean-Luc Bannalec’s The Granite Coast Murders (Minotaur, $26.99, 9781250753069) is
the latest mystery to join the throng of whodunits set in gorgeous French locales. Police
Commissaire Georges Dupin has been well
established as a coffee-swilling workaholic
in Bannalec’s five previous books, but this
time Dupin is on a forced holiday in the Pink
Granite Coast of Brittany. He has been told in
no uncertain terms that work is not allowed
to intrude on his fortnight by the sea, and
he is chafing at the uncustomary idleness.
He tries to enjoy the resort, the gorgeous
beaches, the great food and the company of
his significant other, Claire. But when a fellow
traveler disappears, a local official is attacked
and the body of a beautiful victim is found in
a granite quarry, all bets are off. Still, Dupin
must employ a certain degree of subterfuge
to conceal his investigation from Claire, his
superiors and, most especially, the rather territorial local police inspector, who has heard
lurid tales of Dupin’s habit of inserting himself
into investigations well outside his purview.
Fans of Martin Walker’s Bruno, Chief of Police series will find lots to like here (although I
doubt that Bruno and Dupin would be friends
in real life). Also, the descriptions of Brittany
are mesmerizing. It has been elevated into my
top 10 places I need to visit, all thanks to Bannalec and Dupin.

Bruce Tierney lives outside Chiang Mai, Thailand, where he bicycles through the rice paddies daily
and reviews the best in mystery and suspense every month.
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feature | father’s day

Legacies of fatherhood
Two memoirists beautifully memorialize their dads.
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s and Trent Preszler’s memoirs evoke the full
spectrum of love and strife between a father and his child.

Notes on Grief

BookPage

®

doesn’t stop here.

What is the shape of grief? For writer Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, grief takes the shape of her
father’s absence: the hole he left behind when,
in the summer of 2020, he suddenly died of kidney failure. In her slim memoir, Notes on Grief
(Knopf, $16, 9780593320808), Adichie pays homage to her father’s remarkable life while observing her own surprising emotions as she moves
through the messy process of bereavement.
By any measure, James Nwoye Adichie lived
an extraordinary life. The first professor of statistics in Nigeria, he also lived through the Biafran
War and had his books burned by soldiers. He was an honorable and principled man who was naturally funny. When he visited Adichie at Yale, she asked
him if he would like some pomegranate juice, and his response was, “No thank
you, whatever that is.”
Processing grief is difficult enough, but Adichie learned of her father’s death
in Nigeria while she was home in the U.S. during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Arrangements had to be made through phone calls and Zoom, and the funeral
was postponed for months because the Nigerian airports were closed. The
hole her father left behind began to fill with guilt, denial, loneliness, panic and
eventually bottomless rage.
A raw, moving account of mourning and loss, Adichie’s memoir reminds us
that celebrating life every day is the best way to honor our loved ones.
—Sarojini Seupersad

Little and Often
Trent Preszler’s lucid, lyrical memoir, Little and
Often (William Morrow, $26.99, 9780062976642),
opens with a phone call. It’s from his dad, Leon,
from whom Trent has been estranged for years,
inviting him to come home to South Dakota for
Thanksgiving. At 37, Trent is at a high point professionally. He’s the CEO of a Long Island vineyard,
he mingles with celebrities and his house has an
idyllic view of Peconic Bay. But his personal life
tells a different story: Divorced after a brief marriage, he’s working too much, drinking too much
and has distanced himself from his friends.
As Trent makes the long drive home, he contemplates his years growing up
in flyover country. Long ago, Leon made it clear that he didn’t accept Trent’s
sexuality as a gay man, but during this visit, Leon surprises Trent by asking
about his ex. Not long after this, Leon dies from cancer, and Trent loses his
chance to reconnect with his father.
Leon has left Trent two items, his toolbox and a taxidermied duck. As he
ponders his dad’s tools, Trent makes an odd decision: He will build a canoe.
The remainder of the memoir details Trent’s quixotic project as he teaches
himself about different kinds of wood, power-tool skills and the patience to
fail and try again. “Little and often makes much,” he remembers his dad saying, coaching teenage Trent through a difficult project. As the narrative walks
the reader through the process of hand-building a canoe, we see Trent reconsidering his parents’ lives and his own, and finding calm and trust in himself.
—Sarah McCraw Crow

Sign up for online
reading recommendations
in your favorite genres!

bookpage.com/newsletters
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behind the book | a.c. wise

ME AND MY SHADOW

© STEVE SCHULTZ

Author A.C. Wise sheds a light on the “inherent darkness” of Peter Pan.
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There were several aspects of the Peter Pan story
building a family and a life for herself after NevI wanted to explore through Wendy, Darling. To
erland with Peter’s attempts to create a family
my mind, there’s a lot of darkness inherent in the
within Neverland by stealing children and forcing
tale—the idea of a boy who refuses to grow up, who
them into certain roles. Found and chosen family
kidnaps children from their beds at night and who
stories are of great interest to me, and here, Peter’s
is able to become
idea of found family
separated from his
is a dark inversion
“Once you’ve been to a world
shadow. There’s a
of Wendy’s healthwhere animals talk or children
forced innocence to
ier version.
Peter, a determinaAnother aspect of
can fly, how do you return to the
the Peter Pan story
tion not to see the
more frightening and mundane world, the day to day?” I wanted to explore
in Wendy, Darling
unpleasant aspects
of reality (for instance, the stealing of children) by
is what happens after “the end.” With portal fannarrowly focusing on the bright world of make-
tasy stories, I’ve always been interested in the lastbelieve, and never looking behind him at what
ing impact the journey to another world has on a
kind of chaos his actions might cause.
character. Once you’ve been to a world where aniI also wanted to look at how that worldview
mals talk or children can fly, how do you return to
might play into various definitions of family, parthe mundane world, the day to day? How does it
ticularly motherhood. When Peter takes Wendy to
change your relationships with the people around
Neverland as a child, he wants her to be a mother
you who haven’t experienced that kind of magic?
to him and the Lost Boys. By his definition, that
Several creators have done a wonderful job of tackmeans cooking, cleanling these questions in films, novels, short stories
ing up after him, telland games, and since many of those are stories I
ing stories and sewing
love, I wanted to try my hand at providing some
his shadow back on
possible answers as well.
when he loses it. It’s
—A.C. Wise
yet another abdication
of responsibility. Peter
wants someone to do
all the work, deal with
all the consequences of
his playing and running
around and making a
mess, so that his fun is
never interrupted and
he never has to pause
or look back, knowing someone else will
deal with it.
The inciting incident
in Wendy, Darling is
when Peter reappears
in Wendy’s life when
she is grown, with a
child of her own, and
takes her daughter,
Jane, away to Neverland. I wanted to contrast the realities of
motherhood as Wendy
experiences it with
Peter’s idealized verWendy, Darling
sion. In a similar way,
Titan, $15.95, 9781789096811
I wanted to contrast
Wendy’s process of
Historical Fantasy

book clubs

by julie hale

Expand your
horizons
Kacen Callender’s Queen of the Conquered (Orbit, $16.99, 9780316454933)
tells the story of Sigourney Rose, whose
family was killed when her native islands of Hans Lollik—and many of
their inhabitants —were colonized by
the Fjern. The only member of the ruling class descended from the indigenous islanders, Sigourney must walk a
fine line between allegiance to the Fjern
and her ultimate goal of revenge. When
the king of the islands prepares to select
a successor, Sigourney puts her plan in
motion. Using her psychic gifts, she must fight to survive in an atmosphere
of suspicion and political intrigue. The first volume in the Islands of Blood
and Storm duology, Callender’s novel is a fast-paced, epic tale that examines
political oppression and the nature of power.
In Unconquerable Sun (Tor, $19.99, 9781250197269), Kate Elliott introduces readers to Princess
Sun, daughter of the dauntFour out-of-this-world
ing queen-marshal Eirene
science fiction and fantasy and next in line to lead the
Republic of Chaonia. As she
novels for book clubs
comes into her own as a
leader, Sun is targeted by foes who want her out of the way. Inspired by the
life of Alexander the Great, Elliott spins a suspenseful, imaginative sci-fi story
with an unforgettable heroine at its center. With themes of gender, identity
and loyalty woven throughout, this first installment of the Sun Chronicles has
much to offer reading groups.
Inspired by a song from the rap group clipping., Rivers Solomon’s moving novella The Deep (Saga, $14.99, 9781534439870) focuses on Yetu and
her people, the
wajinru, who
are descended
from pregnant
African women
who were cast
overboard by
slave traders
while at sea.
The wajinru live
beneath the sea,
and Yetu serves as their memory-keeper, recalling a tragic past that her sacrifice allows the rest of her people to forget. When the memories overwhelm
Yetu, she heads to the surface—a decision that has fateful repercussions. Solomon explores individual agency and collective trauma in this beautifully rendered fantasy.
In Arkady Martine’s A Memory Called Empire (Tor, $18.99, 9781250186447),
Mahit Dzmare, ambassador to the Teixcalaanli Empire, finds herself embroiled
in a political plot after her predecessor dies. As she sets out to learn the truth
behind the previous ambassador’s death, Mahit grapples with the customs of
the empire and faces a mystery that could bring about the complete destruction of her space station home. The first book in the Teixcalaan series, Martine’s
novel immerses readers in a fantastical world of conspiracy and intergalactic
exploits. Cultural differences and the importance of home provide a rich thematic underpinning, making this an excellent pick for book clubs.

A BookPage reviewer since 2003, Julie Hale recommends the best
paperback books to spark discussion in your reading group.

BOOK CLUB READS
FOR SUMMER
SPR ING
FOR
OUR WOMAN IN MOSCOW
by Beatriz Williams
“I think Beatriz Williams is writing
the best historical fiction out there.”
—ELIN HILDERBRAND,
New York Times bestselling author

THE LOST AND FOUND BOOKSHOP
by Susan Wiggs
“Full of the love of words, the love of
family, and the love of falling in love,
a big-hearted gem of a novel.”
—GARTH STEIN,
New York Times bestselling author

WHEN STARS COLLIDE

by Susan Elizabeth Phillips
“Re-entering the world of the Chicago
Stars is like a beloved friend come to
call.”
— ROBYN CARR,
New York Times bestselling author

SISTERS OF THE RESISTANCE
by Christine Wells
“As dazzling as a Dior gown! With a
gorgeous blend of fashion, heartbreak, heroism, and love, this book
will transport you to France...”
—NATASHA LESTER,
New York Times bestselling author

t @Morrow_PB

t @bookclubgirl

f William Morrow I BookClubGirl
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cover story | casey mcquiston

IS GOING EXPRESS
Stand clear of the platform and the closing doors as the
bestselling author explores what comes after coming out.

f you’re looking for an affordable and romantic date, Casey McQuisher again are incredibly slim. But Jane’s reality turns out to be much more
ton thinks the New York City subway is the perfect setting. “The Q is
complicated than August realizes: She’s been, somehow, displaced from the
the most romantic line,” she says. “From Midtown to Coney Island
1970s into the present day and is now stuck on the Q train, with no memory of
is a picturesque ride.”
how she got there. Because Jane is unable to leave the subway, the romance
From the gleaming skyline to the architecture of the Brooklyn Bridge and the
between her and August is a little challenging. But throughout their burgeoncalm waters below, the Q offers several romantic views for riders to enjoy. From
ing relationship, McQuiston makes certain that no bare body part touches a
there, McQuiston imagines her date’s next steps: “Hop off at Prospect Park to do
subway seat, a detail that, if it had been overlooked, surely would have made
a little pedal boat ride. Hop back on and take it all the way out to Coney Island,
any New Yorker cringe.
where you ride the Wonder Wheel and put your feet in the ocean. Get a hot dog
The time slip element of One Last Stop has been present since McQuiston
from Nathan’s and then get back on the train.” Where are you going to eat that
first began working on the novel. “The first flicker of an idea came to me when
hot dog? On the train, of course, because as McQuiston notes, you’ll have a lot
I was on a trip to New York and had ridden the subway a bunch,” McQuiston
of downtime waiting for the Coney Island train to leave
says. “There’s something super romantic when you’re
“For a lot of queer people,
on the subway and another train passes you, and you
the station. Plenty of time to gently wipe a smudge of
ketchup from the corner of your partner’s mouth with
can briefly see into the windows of the other train. It
coming out is not the end of feels like such a liminal space, and it’s inherently maga napkin, if you’re so inclined.
McQuiston’s love for NYC (where she now lives,
a story, it’s the beginning.” ical to me.”
though she grew up in Louisiana), and specifically its
As she tried to decide what time period Jane
should be from, McQuiston realized she wanted to create a character who
subway system, is clear on every page of her sophomore novel, One Last Stop,
which she describes as “a public transit crush romance with a time slip twist.”
had a connection to the subway before getting stuck on it, which meant that
Its protagonist is August, a “lost and confused 23-year-old who moves to New
eras before its invention were definitely out. The author also notes that since
York [City] because she’s lonely and cynical and she wants to live in a lonely
there’s already so much going on in the story, “we don’t have time to also
and cynical city, as she sees it,” McQuiston explains. “She gets there and disexplain to Jane what being gay is,” so she also wanted Jane to be fully out and
covers friends and family and love in all of these weird, broke, early-20s, New
as queer as she could be during her time period. A historical event triggered
York types of ways.” Despite her cynicism, August quickly finds her people,
Jane’s time slip, and though McQuiston doesn’t want to spoil it, she says that
including a trio of quirky, smart roommates. She also finds a potential romanonce she landed on that moment, it became easier to write Jane and her ’70s
punk aesthetic.
tic connection in Jane, an alluring young woman she meets on the subway.
After Jane gives August her scarf to hide a particularly ghastly coffee stain,
“The ’70s were such a rich time for social movements, and I love the idea
August can’t stop thinking about her, even though she knows the odds of seeing
of this girl who is this punk rocker who also was deeply involved in different
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© SYLVIE ROSOKOFF

August also carries some baggage due to her unconventional upbringing,
which McQuiston says was partly inspired by the mother-daughter duo of
Lorelai and Rory in “Gilmore Girls.” Although August and her mother embody
the “us against the world” vibe of Rory and Lorelai, McQuiston also wanted
to explore the darker side of how that type of codependent relationship can
affect a person in adulthood.
August’s mother, who’s a bit of a conspiracy theorist and hoarder, has been
obsessed with the disappearance of her brother, August’s uncle, since August’s
childhood. “August’s mom is just complicated, and that’s how a lot of our parents are. Early adulthood is about figuring out who you have grown into and
then being like, ‘Oh no, it’s my mom!’ Or, ‘It’s my dad!’ The thing about generational stuff is that with every generation, you do it a little bit better than the
generation before you. You can have absorbed these personality traits and
these habits and these interests from your parents, [but] maybe do it in a way
that works better for you,” McQuiston explains, pointing toward August’s love
of puzzles. Whereas her mom lets unknown answers consume her, August sees
them as opportunities to challenge herself.
Which is exactly why Jane intrigues August so much. Their attraction begins
as a “fleeting moment of connection between strangers in a big city,” so August
certainly doesn’t expect to see Jane again in the exact same subway car or to
eventually find out that she’s not from this time period. Once she learns the
truth of Jane’s situation, August becomes determined to use all her puzzle-
solving know-how to help her.
Another critical difference between McQuiston’s
debut and One Last Stop is that August and Jane are
fully out, both to those around them and to the world
at large. Although coming-out narratives are a crucial part of queer identity (and played a large role in
Red, White & Royal Blue), McQuiston says One Last
Stop is “the story that comes after coming out. For
a lot of queer people, coming out is not the end of
a story, it’s the beginning. I don’t necessarily want
to rehash my coming-out story again and again,
because the richest experiences I’ve had as a queer
person have come after that.”
Visit BookPage.com to read our starred
Those who are beginning to explore their queer
review of One Last Stop.
identity might feel as though coming out or putting
a label on how they identify is like putting a period
activist movements, like the antiwar movement, the
on their journey. But in actuality, that initial disAsian American movements, post-Stonewall upriscovery gives way to a lifetime of new experiences.
The themes of found family and figuring out who
ings around the country,” McQuiston says. “All of
these things fell into place to tell me that the ’70s were
you are as an adult, separate from whatever familthe sweet spot for this character.”
ial environment shaped you, wind through both
Although August isn’t a time traveler, she’s also a
of McQuiston’s novels. The importance of “finding
bit of a mystery to the reader and to herself—just as
your people and letting them guide you” is one of
she was to McQuiston at the beginning of the writing
the more powerful messages she imparts, knowing
process, as she struggled to create a character who is a
that shared communities are integral for many queer
bit prickly and wary of others, while still pushing them
people who may feel misunderstood by family or
to advance the plot and making them compelling and
even openly derided.
lovable on top of it all. “August was hard to nail down,”
As McQuiston gradually builds a welcoming backMcQuiston says. “The first draft, I really struggled
list for queer readers, it’s hard not to wonder what
One Last Stop
because I tried writing in first person, which I hadn’t
her younger self would think of One Last Stop. “I
Griffin, $16.99, 9781250244499
done in a really long time. During revisions, I realized
had to be at this point in my life to write [this book],
that on a meta level, I wasn’t really clicking with her
because it’s so personal in a way I’ve only become
Contemporary Romance
because I was too close to it. I couldn’t see her from the
secure enough to write about in the last couple
outside and figure out how she fits into her own life. I went through and changed
years,” she says. “I think a young me would be floored that I had the nerve to
the entire draft to third person, which was fun for me,” she says, laughing.
write something so personal and think, ‘Oh my God, this is what we get to do?
We get to write books? That is so cool!’ They would read it and be stunned that
With its time slip mystery and more contemplative, thoughtful tone, One
they could be this gay in public.”
Last Stop is a markedly different read from McQuiston’s debut. Compared to
Alex Claremont-Diaz, first son of the United States and the main character in
With One Last Stop, it’s clear that McQuiston has come into her own as a
McQuiston’s bestselling 2019 novel, Red, White & Royal Blue, August is a shift
person and an author. Whatever direction her work takes her next, McQuiston
in the opposite direction. Whereas Alex was “extroverted and extra,” August is
is unstoppable.
more internal and reserved.
—Amanda Diehl
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SWEE T & SUBSTANTI AL
These summer romances are the perfect blend of swoon-inducing and serious.

Five queer romances balance delicious escapism with examinations of
thorny issues such as family expectations, the grieving process and the
corrosive influence of the British class system.

H The Queer Principles

of Kit Webb

Set in Georgian-era England, Cat
Sebastian’s The Queer Principles of Kit
Webb (Avon, $15.99, 9780063026216)
takes a charming, gratifyingly original perspective on love across the class
divide. The titular Kit is a gruff retired
highwayman-turned-coffee house proprietor who truly despises the aristocracy. Edward Percy Talbot, Lord Holland,
is one of the British class system’s greatest beneficiaries. A dandy and marquess,
Percy is the heir to a prosperous dukedom
held by one of England’s most notorious
abusers of aristocratic privilege and power.
Kit is skeptical when the conspicuously costumed and brazenly flirtatious popinjay starts to haunt his coffee shop on a daily basis. Percy’s
position in the world is more precarious than one would expect, however,
and he approaches the disillusioned highwayman to do one last job. Their
mission: steal a book that Percy’s father keeps on his person at all times,
one whose contents will provide leverage and financial security for Percy,
his stepmother and his infant half -sister.
Kit retired after his last job went wrong, incurring a serious injury and
losing his best friend and partner. Because of this, he trains Percy to take
the main role in the heist, putting them in close physical proximity.
Their sexual tension is a living, breathing thing on the page, but mercifully, Sebastian doesn’t leave them in want for long. And there’s plenty of
sparkling dialogue to go with their physical connection. Kit has very clear
opinions about the privilege Percy is fighting to protect, and their conversations about class and politics are uniformly excellent and fascinating.
Kit Webb will surprise and delight not only fans of Sebastian and queer
historical romance but also readers who are new to both.
—Carole V. Bell

Hard Sell
Hudson Lin’s intricate, weighty
Hard Sell (Carina Adores, $14.99,
9781335500151) follows the ramifications
of a sexy one-night stand. A business
acquisition reunites private equity investor Danny Ip and finance guru Tobin Lok
seven years after the childhood friends
finally gave in to their mutual attraction.
Danny is interested in buying and shutting down WesTec, a buzzy tech startup.
As an independent financial consultant, Tobin has been tasked with helping
WesTec avoid bankruptcy, or at the very
least, making sure Danny doesn’t undervalue the company in order to make a profit. The spark between them
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remains despite the time and distance—but so do the complications
around their potential romance, which extend beyond Tobin’s tricky
professional position.
When they were growing up, Tobin’s tightknit family was big and meddlesome, but it was also a bastion of safety and belonging to Danny, who
was Tobin’s older brother’s best friend. As an only child whose single
mother was constantly working, Danny thought the Loks’ house was
heaven. But for Tobin, the youngest son with a desperate crush on Danny,
his family’s “well-intentioned smothering” was and remains difficult.
Lin creates a loving, traditional family with the Loks, but she also shows
their tone-deaf attitudes toward Tobin’s life as a gay man in a very real,
palpable way. Tobin’s mother calls regularly, and his brother sends photos of Tobin’s nephew. But Tobin yearns for acceptance beyond superficial inclusion. He also has no idea whether a potential relationship with
Danny would make things better or immeasurably worse.
Much is at stake for these men, who have banked their love for one
another for nearly a decade. But when Danny and Tobin finally give in to
their hearts, the result is euphoric.
—Dolly R. Sickles

H Rosaline Palmer

Takes the Cake

In Rosaline Palmer Takes the Cake
(Forever, $15.99, 9781538703328), Alexis
Hall (Boyfriend Material) explores contemporary class and societal expectations
through believable characters who struggle with substantial pain and self-doubt.
Rosaline is a bisexual woman with a
privileged pedigree. Both of her parents
are highly successful doctors, and she
grew up in one of London’s most affluent
districts. But after a surprise pregnancy
during her time at Cambridge, she’s
now a doting mom who makes delicious
baked creations with her precocious 8-year-old daughter, Amelie.
Competing on the BBC’s popular baking competition show “Baked
Expectations” could be Rosaline’s ticket out of financial disaster. But even
though she rejected the path her parents chose for her, Rosaline hasn’t
managed to throw off the values and expectations they inculcated in her.
When she arrives at the competition to find it full of potential love interests, she sees them through a class-based filter. Rosaline may stand up to
biphobia, especially around her daughter, but she also repeatedly, reflexively upholds class and gender biases. For example, she deems her lovely
co-star Harry off-limits because of his working-class accent and profession.
Despite the heavy subject matter, this rom-com provides a cornucopia
of cringey, laugh-out-loud moments. Its combination of social insight and
comedy makes for a surprisingly twisty tale. (Rosaline has multiple love
interests, and it’s not clear who she will choose for large swaths of the story.)
This complexity also means that the central romance doesn’t get as much
page time as one would expect. The scenes between Rosaline and her eventual soul mate are gorgeous but scarce, which might leave some readers
wanting more. Nonetheless, Hall’s creation is a joy—a deeply emotional
and ultimately rewarding story about a woman finding her true path and
true love, surrounded by delicious baked goods on a BBC soundstage.
—Carole V. Bell
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H Satisfaction

Guaranteed

When Cade Elgin travels from
her New York City home to Portland, Oregon, for her aunt’s
funeral, she’s totally unprepared for her inheritance: her
aunt’s sex-toy store, which is on
the verge of bankruptcy. Cade
is a careful, conservative businesswoman, with no room in
her life for shenanigans or the
wacky gold lamé preferences
of her fellow funeralgoers.
Fortunately, her new business
partner-in-inheritance, Selena Mathis, has the passion and
whimsy to balance Cade’s business prowess. Having taken a
self-imposed oath of celibacy after some relationship troubles,
Selena doesn’t want anything to do with the unexpected attraction she feels for Cade.
Oregon writer Karelia Stetz-Waters employs humor like a
finely trained chef, sprinkling in lighthearted moments precisely when heavier topics require a little levity. Death, inheritance and responsibility are weighty conversations for any
new romantic duo, but Cade and Selena’s ability to synchronize with one another is remarkable. Satisfaction Guaranteed
(Forever, $15.99, 9781538735527) is a standout romance with
humor, heart and two characters who step out of their comfort
zones together.
—Dolly R. Sickles

How to Find a
Princess
Alyssa Cole returns with the
second installment of her Runaway Royals series, How to
Find a Princess (Avon, $7.99,
9780062934000), and it’s just as
fun, smart and challenging as
last year’s How to Catch a Queen.
Readers can count on this series
to deliver total immersion into
a sweeping, romantic alternate
reality and intelligent, complicated female characters.
Beznaria Chetchevaliere is an
investigator for the World Federation of Monarchies, and she’s
searching for Makeda Hicks, the lost heir of the idyllic kingdom of Ibarania. Decades ago, Makeda’s grandmother had a hot
summer fling with the then-heir to the throne, Prince Keshan.
The pragmatic Makeda is thrown by this information, which
reveals that a family tall tale is not only true but also potentially
life-changing. She’s already reeling from recently losing her job
and her girlfriend, so seeing the magic in her potentially royal
lineage feels impossible; rather, it seems like a solemn, daunting
duty she never asked for.
Cole’s allusions to the animated 1997 film Anastasia will
delight fans, and anyone fascinated by the story of the Romanov
princess will be tickled, but Cole’s take on the lost heir mythos
is a more mature tale with hefty stakes.
—Dolly R. Sickles

romance

by christie ridgway

H Neon Gods
The Hades-Persephone myth gets a modern
spin in Katee Robert’s imaginative retelling, Neon Gods (Sourcebooks Casablanca,
$14.99, 9781728231730), the first book in
the Dark Olympus duology. In this clever
and sexy tale, Persephone is a socialite
forced into an unwanted engagement to the
murderous Zeus. In her flight from the announcement party, she runs across the River
Styx and into the arms of Hades. She thought
he was dead, or a myth, but he’s very much
alive, attractive and determined to hurt Zeus.
They make a deal to enter into a (sometimes
very public) sexual relationship, hoping to humiliate the man they both despise.
But the brooding Hades finds the sweet and sunny Persephone appealing in
other ways, and they soon find common ground, along with a fiery passion.
They don’t believe it can last, and Robert conveys the sense of impending doom
looming over their uncommon, forbidden love. Peppered with sizzling erotic
scenes, Neon Gods is dangerous, fun and difficult to put down.

Heart and Seoul
In Heart and Seoul (Berkley, $16, 9780593100141)
by Jen Frederick, 25-year-old Hara Wilson heads
for South Korea to seek out her birth parents after
a lifetime of feeling ambivalent about her cultural
identity. Apprehensive but ready for adventure, she
steps off the plane and right into a meet cute with
a young businessman, Choi Yujun, who makes
himself available as tour guide and explainer of
Korean culture. Hara finds herself fascinated and
enchanted with it all—including Yujun. Frederick shows Hara’s burgeoning appreciation for her
birth country through lush descriptions of the food and sights of Seoul. And
the vacation romance is splendid until the ties that bind Hara and Yujun are
revealed to be more tangled than they could imagine. Heart and Seoul is
bittersweet (don’t worry—there’s a sequel set for later this year), but Hara
and Yujun are a swoon-worthy couple, and there’s longing, loss and love on
every page of their story.

How to Survive a Scandal
A lady marries a commoner to avert destructive
gossip in How to Survive a Scandal (Forever,
$8.99, 9781538704486), the first book in Samara
Parish’s Rebels With a Cause series. Lady Amelia
leads Regency society as an accomplished beauty
and has recently become engaged to a duke. But
when she’s discovered in a compromising position with Benedict Asterly, a brash but successful
manufacturer of steam locomotives, that engagement is off. Amelia finds herself married instead to
the unpolished Benedict and living in a large but
neglected house far, far from her previous life in London. The pair is like the
proverbial oil and water and must grapple with matters of class, wealth and
power on their path to love. Amelia and Benedict are an appealing pair, and
watching them become their better selves—the heartbeat of all satisfying
romances—is delicious and thoroughly gratifying.

Christie Ridgway is a lifelong romance reader and a published romance
novelist of over 60 books.
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Your favorite thing
about summer
Obviously the best thing about summer is getting blissed out on a fresh crop of books.
But we’ll admit that the sunny season holds other delights as well, so we’ve paired our
summer reading recommendations with some of our favorite experiences.

YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:

YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:

Basking alone in your private
pool (even if it’s just an inflatable pool in your sunny backyard), sipping kombucha and
laughing loud enough to scare
away the birds

Dreaming of, longing for and
dissecting summers gone by

READ THIS BOOK:
The Guncle
At the beginning of Steven Rowley’s third novel, The Guncle
(Putnam, $27, 9780525542285), Patrick O’Hara’s life is a little too
quiet. But after the death of his sister-in-law, Patrick tries to bring
color and light into his niece’s and nephew’s lives, aiming to serve
as an exuberant Auntie Mame. Never going too dark, The Guncle is a sweet family story that offers an unexpected yet inevitable ending.
—Sarah McCraw Crow

YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:

H The Chosen and the
Beautiful

Nghi Vo’s superb debut, The Chosen and the Beautiful (Tor.com,
$26.99, 9781250784780), retells
The Great Gatsby from the perspective of Daisy Buchanan’s best
friend, amateur golfer Jordan Baker, here recharacterized as the adopted Vietnamese daughter of a wealthy Louisville family. Vo warps
the familiar contours of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s tragedy with a hazy dash
of demonic and earthly magic. The result is an utterly captivating series of speakeasies, parties, back-seat trysts and romances both magical and mundane, all spiraling through a miasma of Prohibition-era
jingoism and entitlement toward its inevitably tragic conclusion.
—Noah Fram

YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:

Blasting the air conditioner
and watching reality TV reruns loudly enough to drown
out the constant drone of lawn
mowers

The peaceful quiet of snapping on a snorkeling mask and
disappearing into the colorful
world beneath the waves

READ THIS BOOK:

READ THIS BOOK:

The Wreckage of My
Presence

The Blue Wonder

The Wreckage of My Presence
(Harper, $26.99, 9780062960580)
zigzags from archly funny to matter-of-fact to poignant and back
again in 21 essays. Throughout, Casey Wilson is forthright about
everything from her romantic regrets to her experiences with depression and anxiety. She’s successful in many arenas (screenwriting, comedy, acting, podcasting) but views herself as a work
in progress, whether as a mother of two, wife, colleague or friend.
Her voice is occasionally manic or melancholy, but always hilarious and heartfelt, and fans will turn the last page wanting more.
—Linda M. Castellitto
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READ THIS BOOK:

Frauke Bagusche’s captivating
The Blue Wonder (Greystone,
$26.95, 9781771646048) plunges
us into the mysteries of the
ocean. She introduces readers to the microplankton that move in
phosphorescent schools, providing food for animals from shrimp
to blue whales. She takes us on a journey to the coral reefs, the
nurseries of the sea, where we meet clown mantis shrimp. We also
learn about the difficult but wondrous journey of sea turtles, the
singing of whales and the giant squids and isopods that are the
denizens of the ocean’s deepest and darkest waters.
—Henry L. Carrigan Jr.
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YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:
The perfect kiss with your summer love as the sun goes down

READ THIS BOOK:

H Seven Days

in June

In Tia Williams’ smart and steamy
Seven Days in June (Grand
Central, $27, 9781538719107),
romance author Eva and literary novelist Shane reconnect 15
years after they were teenage lovers. Throughout this slow-burn romance, Williams explores abandonment, family lore, mental health
concerns and the daily difficulties of having an invisible disability.
She lays bare what happens when we are “fearless enough to hold
each other close no matter how catastrophic the world” becomes.
—Jessica Wakeman

YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:
Long days, warm nights and
unrepentant debauchery with
all your closest friends

READ THIS BOOK:
Malibu Rising
In Malibu Rising (Ballantine,
$28, 9781524798659), Taylor Jenkins Reid spins a decadent family drama that revolves around a
single life-changing day in 1983.
Every year, the four Riva siblings throw an epic end-of-summer
bash, notorious for its hedonism and the A-list guests who attend.
This year, the party will be especially notable, as some of the Rivas’ closely guarded secrets come to light. Nothing will ever be the
same after this blowout.
—Stephenie Harrison

YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:
Planning the perfect family
beach vacation, then parking
yourself under a big umbrella
to watch the kids wear themselves out in the waves

READ THIS BOOK:

H Golden Girl
Killing off the main character
just a few pages into a book is
somewhat unorthodox, but it’s
just the first of many interesting choices Elin Hilderbrand makes

in Golden Girl (Little, Brown, $29, 9780316420082). The next twist
is that the woman’s guardian angel grants a 75-day window to
watch the aftermath from a perch above. Golden Girl is funny
and heartbreaking, and even though it’s in some ways a departure
for Hilderbrand, it still offers plenty of that Nantucket air to keep
you turning pages.
—Amy Scribner

YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:
Escaping the heat in favor of
dark rooms full of loud music
and lots of new people to meet

READ THIS BOOK:

H Bath Haus
When Oliver Park visits a gay
bathhouse in search of an anonymous hookup, he’s putting a
lot at risk: his comfortable relationship with Nathan, his upper
middle-class life, even his hard-won sobriety. The encounter takes
a violent turn that he’s lucky to survive, but his bruises demand an
explanation. While Nathan worries about Oliver’s safety, Oliver
equivocates and dodges. P.J. Vernon’s intricate and scary thriller
Bath Haus (Doubleday, $26.95, 9780385546737) moves with can’tput-it-down quickness through sharp observations about addiction, relationship stagnation and the homogeneity of gay club
culture—all spiraling to genuine nail-biting terror.
—Heather Seggel

YOUR FAVORITE
THING ABOUT
SUMMER:
The bittersweetness of its ending, which means we’ve got to
soak it all in while we can

READ THIS BOOK:

H The One Hundred
Years of Lenni
and Margot
Lenni Pettersson is terminally
ill and perceptive in the way of
17-year-olds who’ve experienced
more trauma than most people their age. When Lenni meets
83-year-old Margot Macrae, the two women begin to make paintings of pivotal moments from their lives, one for each of their
combined 100 years, to transport themselves away from the reality of hospital beds. Small in scope but large in humanity, The
One Hundred Years of Lenni and Margot (Harper Perennial, $17,
9780063017504) is a joy to read as debut novelist Marianne Cronin
illuminates the steadying force of a heartfelt connection. Her easy
prose sings with real warmth, candor and humor.
—Melissa Brown
Visit BookPage.com to read full reviews of all our
summer reading picks.
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Genre refreshers
No matter how hot it is outside, that first jump into the pool is always a shock. These five books are like that early summer
plunge, each having transformed a well-loved genre into something totally surprising, gasp-worthy and deeply refreshing.

Severance

Anna K

I have no idea why zombie movies and novels were
such a thing in the 2010s,
but it felt like everyone had
an opinion about fast versus
slow zombies, and nearly
any stranger could tell you
when and why they stopped
watching “ The Walking
Dead.” Ling Ma’s spectacular, masterfully written 2018
debut novel, Severance, took
the familiar zombie thriller
and fused it with the fledgling millennial office novel
to create something wholly
original, using an apocalyptic framework to explore
our daily routines and nostalgic obsessions. Told from
the perspective of Candace
Chen, a 20-something Chinese American woman who
survives the plague and now
finds herself homesick in
civilization’s afterlife, Severance is a mashup, a sendup,
a takedown. And the book
continues to feel fresh in new
ways nearly three years later:
It’s about a global virus, but
it’s also about continuing to
work at your semifulfilling
job while the unfathomable
draws ever closer.
—Cat, Deputy Editor

I gasped aloud and then
laughed with delight at the
opening paragraph of Jenny
Lee’s relentlessly effervescent re-imagining of Anna
Karenina (which, confession,
I have never read). It begins
with a magnificent revision
of Leo Tolstoy’s famous first
line, which contains an unrepeatable expletive, namedrops Hermès, Apple and
SoulCycle, and ends with a
parenthetical explanation that
its subject’s gluten-free diet
prevents her from attending
a “double sesh” workout. The
whole thing signals: Reader,
you’re not in 19th-century St.
Petersburg anymore. You’re
in contemporary Manhattan
amid a group of uber-wealthy
teens whose social and romantic entanglements Lee
chronicles with wit and style,
not to mention a blunt frankness that would make even
Gossip Girl blush. I can’t
imagine anything more delicious than setting up poolside
and letting Lee’s sparkling
prose and Anna and Vronsky’s life-changing love take
me away. XOXO, indeed.
—Stephanie, Associate
Editor

Mona in the
Promised Land

Red, White & Royal
Blue

Nobody Will Tell You
This But Me

Coming-of-age novels are
far from rare, but Gish Jen
crafted one that rises above
its genre in Mona in the
Promised Land. In the late
1960s, Chinese American
teenager Mona Chang is
growing up in the suburbs
of Scarshill, New York, and
struggling to find peace in her
identity and to settle into her
place in the world. Throughout Mona’s engaging exploration of Chinese, American
and Jewish traditions, she
finds love in a tepee, employment in a pancake restaurant
and adherence to a new religion. It’s astoundingly refreshing to see a book effortlessly balance complex topics
like race and identity with
lighthearted moments and
adolescent rites of passage.
Through it all, Mona’s sharp
wit and penchant for drama
are her constant companions, making this lively book
as entertaining as it is pensive. Jen takes a dynamic look
at how important identity is
for all of us while keeping the
laughs coming. I loved every
page of it.
—Caroline, Editorial Intern

Even if you’re not a romance
fan, you’ve probably heard
of Casey McQuiston’s debut
novel. (If not, our interview
with the author on page 14
will catch you up.) But this
love story between Alex
Claremont-Diaz, first son of
the United States, and Prince
Henry of the U.K. deserves
recognition for more than
its crossover success. When
the novel achieved bestseller
status, McQuiston proved
that leaving LGBTQ representation in romance to the
online-only and/or independent publishing realm meant
leaving dollars on the table.
She also gave the oft-gloomy
subcategory of New Adult
(which features college-age
protagonists) a zap of positive, giddy energy. Only a
trusted few know that Henry
is gay, and Alex must explore
his bisexuality under a media
microscope made even more
intense by his Latinx heritage, but there are also karaoke extravaganzas, a New
Year’s Eve party for the ages
and a fan-favorite scene involving Thanksgiving turkeys.
—Savanna, Associate Editor

I love family memoirs—the
messier, the better. If the
author has been disowned,
neglected or mistreated, I’m
there with bells on and bookmarks in hand. However, even
someone whose appetite for
literary drama is as bottomless as mine can appreciate
the sweetness of Bess Kalb’s
memoir about her late grandmother, Bobby. Nobody Will
Tell You This But Me digs
into generations of difficult
family history—fleeing the
pogroms in Belarus, immigrating to New York City—but
the twist is that Kalb writes
from a place of deep love and
appreciation for her grandmother, in defiance of those
trauma-informed books that
tease apart years of hurt. As
an added bonus, comedy and
TV writer Kalb narrates this
story in Bobby’s frank, anxious, singularly funny voice.
This bold, fresh approach is
a welcome deviation from
the first-person introspection
common to the genre. Kalb’s
buoyant memoir floats splendidly alone on a sea of fraught
familial tales.
—Christy, Associate Editor

Each month, BookPage staff share special reading lists—our personal favorites, old and new.
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H The Other
Black Girl
By Zakiya Dalila Harris

Literary Fiction
Effective satire is steeped in truth. Zakiya Dalila
Harris spent three years working in the blindingly
white world of New York City book publishing,
and in her debut novel, she leverages that experience to get the details right about the precarious
and awkward life of an African American editorial
assistant whose dream job turns into her greatest
nightmare. Brilliantly positioned at the intersection of satire and social horror, The Other Black
Girl (Atria, $27, 9781982160135) incorporates subversively sharp and sly cultural commentary into
an addictive and surprisingly dark tale of suspense.
Raised in suburban Connecticut and a graduate of the University of Virginia, Nella Rogers has
spent a lifetime being the only Black girl in predominantly white spaces. But she’s grown tired of
the cautious calculations and compromises she
must constantly make at Wagner Books, as well as
the microaggressions she’s expected to overlook,

One Two Three
By Laurie Frankel

Family Drama
It’s rare when a
book is decidedly
grim—dire, even—
yet still manages to
be as full of comfort, humor and
hope as One Two
Three (Holt, $26.99,
9781250236777), a
thought-provoking
allegory about corporate greed, environmental activism, parent-child relationships and the bonds and
betrayals of sisterly love.
The residents of the fictional town of Bourne
were poisoned 17 years ago by a chemical leak
into the water supply, and “the only people who
did not die or leave were the ones who could not.”
The Mitchell family is among those still stuck in
the fading, abandoned town, with matriarch Nora
struggling for years to make ends meet and to bring
a class-action lawsuit against Belsum Chemical.
The leak caused her husband’s death not long
before their triplet daughters were born, two of
whom were affected in utero by the chemical.
With nicknames “One,” “Two” and “Three,” the
girls, now 16 years old, take turns narrating. Mab

just to tread water in her
theoretically high-status yet
low-paying entry-level post.
Nella carefully chose Wagner for its racially progressive track record, having
published a literary masterpiece that was written
and edited by Black women
decades before. But by the
time Nella arrives, those
women are long gone.
After two lonely and
frustrating years as the
only Black girl on the editorial staff, Nella is harboring high hopes that her
first Black female colleague
might offer relief from this
sense of isolation. Nella’s
optimism turns to trepidation, however, when it
appears that her eager new co-worker, Hazel-May
McCall, may be undermining rather than bolstering Nella’s position in the department, papering
over offenses to get along and get ahead. Even
worse, anonymous notes start to appear, warning
Nella to get out while she can.

describes herself as “a boring straight white girl”;
Monday is autistic and maintains what’s left of
Bourne’s library in their small home; and Mirabel
is super smart but can’t walk or talk, so she communicates electronically through an app she calls
“the Voice.” Frankel reveals their stories in artful prose laced with humor, much of it dark. For
instance, when Mirabel gets angry at her sisters,
she reminds herself “that if I killed them both I
would never be able to use the toilet again when
my mother was not home.”
The town is filled with wonderful characters,
including Mrs. Shriver, the high school teacher
who teaches history achronologically because she
doesn’t believe in cause and effect. The plot takes
off when a new student arrives from Boston named
River Templeton. He’s the descendant of Belsum’s
founders, who have plans to reopen the plant. Mab
and Mirabel quickly fall for River, while all three
sisters scheme clever ways to use him to gather
information that will help their mother’s lawsuit.
The result is a warm, funny tour de force that
has much to say about big business, the ways that
tragedies unfold, the power of citizens to effect
change and the passing of civic responsibility from
one generation to the next. As Mirabel explains,
“It’s not our mother—our mothers, the last generation—who can fix this. They can’t. It is up to us
now, the daughters, to move our town forward, to
save us all, to tell a different story.” One Two Three
is a very different story indeed—one that is delightfully memorable and wildly empowering.
—Alice Cary

Soon, Nella’s living out a
racial allegory reminiscent of
Jordan Peele’s powerhouse
social horror blockbuster Get
Out or Alyssa Cole’s gentrification thriller, When No One
Is Watching. There are also
shades of Kiley Reid’s Such a
Fun Age in keenly observed
scenes of awkward interracial
interaction. But Harris displays a distinctive style all her
own. With a flair for metaphor
and a carefully calibrated surrealist perspective, she stops
just short of over-the-top, as
in this claustrophobic internal
narrative: “What concerned
me more were the things I
couldn’t name: the things that
were causing me to buzz and burn. That made me
want to flee not just my home, but the tightening
constraints of my skin itself.”
Thoughtful, provocative and viscerally entertaining, The Other Black Girl is a genre-bending
creative triumph.
—Carole V. Bell

H Light Perpetual
By Francis Spufford

Literary
Fiction
Of the many
questions one
might ask after a
tragedy, one of the
likeliest is: What if?
What if the victims
had been elsewhere
on the day of the
disaster? That’s the
question Francis
Spufford addresses
in his graceful
second novel, Light Perpetual (Scribner, $27,
9781982174149).
The story begins with a devastating fictional variation on an actual event. On a Saturday in 1944, “an
eager crowd of women” comes to a Woolworths in
the English town of Bexford to see a wartime novelty: a shipment of shiny new saucepans. Everyone
is having fun until a V-2 warhead crashes through
the ceiling and “in a ten-thousandth of a second”
sends plaster and bricks and roof tiles everywhere.
Among the dead are five children.
But what if the bomb had landed farther away?
Spufford imagines the lives those five children
might have led, starting in 1949, when each would
have been 10 years old, and revisits them every
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15 years. The result is a clever commentary on
the changes in Western society as seen through
Spufford’s characters. There’s Alec, who works
as a newspaper compositor before desktop publishing threatens his profession; Vern, a wannabe
real estate mogul who isn’t averse to shady dealings; Jo, who tries to forge a music career in a
male-dominated era; her sister, Val, who falls for a
skinhead; and Ben, who grapples with schizophrenia and its repercussions.
Light Perpetual derives considerable power
from dramatizing the experiences its characters
missed: the chance to build and lose a fortune, to
see one’s dreams realized or else rerouted toward
more modest achievements, or just to hold a loved
one’s hand. Spufford shrewdly reminds readers
that tragedy deprives the world of not only noble
people but also scoundrels, and this fact is part of
the fabric of history.
Late in the novel, Jo says of her attempts to
become a recording star, “But none of it worked
out! None of it went anywhere,” to which her son
replies, “That doesn’t mean it wasn’t any good.”
That’s the biggest message of this book: A road
might lead to a dead end, but the journey could
still be worthwhile.
—Michael Magras

Everyone Knows Your Mother
Is a Witch
By Rivka Galchen

Historical
Fiction
Did you know
that the mother of
Johannes Kepler,
the 17th-century
G e r ma n s c i e n tist best known for
his laws of planetary motion, was
accused of being
a witch? Rivka
Galchen’s Everyone Knows Your
Mother Is a Witch (FSG, $27, 9780374280468) is
the fictionalized story of Katharina Kepler, who
was accused of this crime at the same time her
son was struggling to get his astronomical theories written and accepted.
Katharina is an easy target for the preposterous
charge of witchcraft. She’s considered a widow,
since her feckless husband hared off to join a war—
any war would do, and there were a number going
on at the time—when their children were young.
Katharina does not suffer fools, and she refers to
her enemies by such nicknames as the Cabbage,
the Werewolf and the False Unicorn. She’s a bit of a
busybody who doesn’t hesitate to press advice and
herbal remedies on people who may or may not
want them. And while she’s not a highborn lady,
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she owns property that some folks would like to
get their hands on.
But she’s also tenderhearted and capable of
great devotion. One of the first things we learn
about her is her affection for her cow, Chamomile.
When the powers that be finally come for Katharina, the moment is wrenching.
Most contemporary stories about witch
hunts take a swipe at the patriarchy, and Galchen’s novel does, too. To plead her case, Katharina needs a male legal guardian, even though
she’s a mature woman of sound mind and body.
Guardianship is provided by Simon, her town’s
somewhat forlorn saddler, and then by the putupon Johannes.
Galchen, author of Atmospheric Disturbances
(2008), scrutinizes the corrosiveness of town gossip as the tales about Frau Kepler grow more and
more ridiculous: She scratched a young girl she
passed in the road; she rode a goat or a calf or some
beast backward, then killed and ate it; and a mere
glance from her will cause people to sicken and
livestock to go mad and die. It doesn’t help that
Katharina’s illustrious son has been excommunicated by the Lutheran church.
Written with a surprising sense of humor for
such a grim topic, Everyone Knows Your Mother
Is a Witch shows what happens when a crowd is
taken over by delusion, bigotry and grievance.
—Arlene McKanic

H The Thousand Crimes of

Ming Tsu
By Tom Lin

Western
In the last couple
of years, the Western genre has been
enriched by the
appearance of protagonists beyond
the John Waynetype figure, such as
the all-female band
of desperados in
Anna North’s Outlawed and the Chinese American sisters in C Pam Zhang’s How Much of These Hills Is
Gold. A welcome addition to the evolving genre is
The Thousand Crimes of Ming Tsu (Little, Brown,
$28, 9780316542159), a classically structured Western that’s tinged with the supernatural, starring a
Chinese American assassin who roams as far as
Utah to kill the men who broke up his marriage to
a white woman.
On his journey of vengeance, Ming Tsu is
accompanied by an ageless Chinese prophet who
calls Ming “a man out of bounds”—someone who
has managed to cheat death many times. Together
they join a motley circus crew that tours from

town to town along the transcontinental railroad
line. The troupe includes a shape-shifting Pacific
Islander, a ventriloquist who cannot hear or speak,
two Mexican and Navajo stagehands, a mysterious
white ringmaster and a white woman who falls in
love with Ming.
Ming is a unique figure. He’s a murderer with
a strange personal code who gains the loyalty of
the circus folk but also earns the full ugliness of
his enemies. As the son of Chinese immigrants, he
helped to build the railroad, a familiar role for Chinese characters in early Westerns, but he’s also a
score-settling outlaw worthy of True Grit.
The story’s supernatural elements never get in
the way of the action, as first-time novelist Tom
Lin displays remarkable skill in maneuvering his
plot and characters so that readers continue to
believe the tale even when it seems impossible, as
when a cougar befriends Ming and shares its water
and food with the man. This is a major work that
enlarges our view of the Wild West and marks Lin
as a writer to watch.
—Grace Lichtenstein

H Revival Season
By Monica West

Coming of
Age
The events of
M o n i c a We s t ’s
debut novel,
Revival Season (Simon &
S c h u s t e r, $ 2 6 ,
9781982133306),
are a far cry from
my own world in
terms of cultural
and religious experiences. But this
propulsive story, narrated by a strong, young voice,
is one of the most memorable and moving novels I have read in recent months. It’s the tale of a
15-year-old girl, Miriam Horton, whose preacher
father travels to evangelical Christian communities
around the South, and the summer that Miriam
discovers her own gift of healing.
On their annual summertime tour of the South,
Miriam and her family map a road trip from one
revival to the next, where her father heals the ill
and infirm. Miriam’s faith in her father has been
shaken after an incident she witnessed the summer before, and she privately wants to believe in
him and his abilities again.
Through Miriam’s narration, we see the ways
that religion, belief and a deep connection to
family guide her, as well as the ways that doubt
disturbs her. She is highly observant, noticing
details about the language of prayer, her father’s
behavior and where holy oil comes from. In her
attempts to help family and friends, Miriam asks
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questions and is surprised and intrigued by the
answers she discovers. As she learns that she, too,
might be able to heal those who suffer, she finds
herself butting against the gendered limitations
of the church.
Readers will root for Miriam as she finds her
sense of self. She’s a fascinating character, and
her transformation over the course of the story
is impressive, especially as violence upends and
reverberates throughout her world.
The plot and characters of Revival Season are
remarkably well rendered, but West’s language is
especially compelling, pulling readers into Miriam’s most defining moments. The sentences are
downright musical, and each chapter paints a picture, leaving the reader eager for all that awaits.
—Freya Sachs

With Teeth

By Kristen Arnett

Family Drama
Kristen Arnett
delivers a fantastic
follow-up after her
bestselling 2019
novel, Mostly Dead
Things. With Teeth
(Riverhead, $27,
9780593191507)
is a hilarious and
astute dive into the
not-so-fun parts
of parentho o d.
Arnett shows her
range with laugh-out-loud scenes and moments
of honest sadness as she puts protagonist Sammie
through the wringer. With Teeth begins with an
attempted child abduction at a playground; just
try to stop reading after such a harrowing scene.
Sammie and her wife, Monika, have a lovely
life together in Orlando, Florida. They have a nice
house, a comfortable income and a son, Samson.
But like any family, there are cracks in the foundation, and Arnett steadily subjects those cracks to
pressure until they rupture.
A significant cause of strain is that Sammie’s and
Monika’s parenting styles are at odds. Even after
their romantic relationship ends, the former wives
continue to cohabitate for the sake of their son, but
the reader may begin to wonder if this benefits him
at all. Samson is far from an easy kid, and Sammie often feels like she gave birth to and is living
with a stranger. He is difficult and rude past the
point of typical child behavior, but as soon as the
reader is fed up with him, Samson offers a moment
of insight into Sammie’s parenting that partially
redeems him.
Sammie’s resistance to change is frustrating,
engaging and propulsive. She drinks too much,
and she tends to unravel when she learns the truth
about a situation. Brilliant asides from peripheral

characters such as therapists, teachers and convenience store workers expose the gaps in her reality.
Some particularly devastating insight comes from
a woman named Debbie who works at Sammie’s
childhood church. Sammie perceives Debbie’s
actions as homophobic, but when an aside reveals
Debbie’s point of view, the reader becomes aware
of Sammie’s miscalculations.
Though it is obvious that many of Sammie’s
actions are the cause of her alienation, readers will
still root for her from start to finish in this complex
picture of queer parenthood.
—Leslie Hinson

The Kingdoms
By Natasha Pulley

Speculative
Fiction
When
Joe
Tournier steps off a
train from Glasgow
in 1898 Londres,
he can remember
his name but very
little else, and he
barely recognizes
his surroundings.
He learns that the
former British
capital has been a
colony of the French Republic ever since France
won the Napoleonic Wars 90 years ago. So begins
Natasha Pulley’s The Kingdoms (Bloomsbury, $28,
9781635576085), a deliciously transgressive work
of steampunk speculative fiction.
Joe is diagnosed with “silent epilepsy,” the official name given to the visions and amnesia that
sometimes afflict people in this world. Otherwise
in good health, Joe is returned to the French family to whom he is enslaved and to his wife, Alice,
none of whom he recalls. After several years and
the birth of his daughter, Joe receives a postcard of
a lighthouse in the Scottish islands with a message
signed by “M.” Most mysteriously, the note arrives
almost a century after it was written.
Joe is determined to get answers about his identity as well as that of the card’s sender. He returns to
Glasgow, now the site of a simmering British rebellion, and then travels farther north where he discovers a portal that acts as a pass-through from one
era to another. Finally, at the lighthouse, he meets
Missouri Kite, a Royal Navy officer from 1807, and
is drawn into a complicated plan to use technology
such as telegraphs and steam engines to aid in the
British fight against the French.
Along with a cast of characters that includes the
real-life Admiral Lord Nelson, Joe and Kite race
from Scotland to Spain, trying to sway the forces
that led to France’s victory. The butterfly theory,
which posits that complex changes often originate
from minuscule actions, plays out as Joe ricochets

from century to century, trying to help his friends
and ensure his own future existence and that of
his family.
Pulley balances the topsy-turvy nature of time
travel by grounding her story in tidbits of naval
history and a gradually unfolding queer love story.
—Lauren Bufferd

Heaven

By Mieko Kawakami
Translated by Sam Bett & David Boyd

Coming of
Age
If you are an avid
reader, you might
have been called a
nerd growing up.
While bookworms
rightfully consider
this a compliment, bullies who
wield the term
usually have more
malicious intentions. In Mieko
Kawakami’s new novel, Heaven (Europa, $23,
9781609456214), protagonist Eyes experiences
much worse than name-calling. He is slapped,
punched, kicked, forced to eat chalk and a
goldfish, and made to drink toilet water and
pond water.
Eyes, who is so named by his peers for his
lazy eye, undergoes all of this torment with resignation until the day he receives a note. A girl
in his class named Kojima—dubbed “Hazmat”
by their cruel classmates—decides that she and
Eyes ought to be friends. They form an epistolary
bond at first, taking solace in exchanging letters
during torturous school days, but eventually they
meet and embark on an emotional inquiry into
their suffering.
A large part of the narrative is devoted to the
excruciating details of Eyes’ and Kojima’s abuse.
When Eyes is forced to eat scraps of food from a
rabbit cage, readers feel both his anguish and his
helplessness at the hands of his classmates. Some
readers may categorize these unsparing scenes
as trauma porn, but the heart of the book lies in
its examination of these events. Why do the two
14-year-olds’ peers treat them with such malice? Where does the dynamic of perpetrator and
victim come from? How should one respond to
such treatment?
While Kawakami refuses to give us answers,
the elegance and care with which she describes
her characters’ lives invite the reader to ask such
questions of themselves. This is not a cruel story,
but rather one that understands hurt and pain
for what it is: universal, unjust and material
for new life.
—Eric Ponce
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H The Natural
Mother of the Child
By Krys Malcolm Belc

Memoir
When Krys Malcolm Belc sees pregnant
women, he turns the other way. He doesn’t want
to hear pregnancy stories and finds it difficult
to share his own. But in The Natural Mother of
the Child: A Memoir of Nonbinary Parenthood
(Counterpoint, $26, 9781640094383), the transmasculine author doesn’t turn away from his
story. Instead, he lays it out page by page, with
pictures and legal documents juxtaposing his
poetic prose.
Belc’s process of becoming himself—the growing realization that he identified as male, the
move toward a nonbinary and eventually masculine presentation, the decision to start taking hormones—happened alongside the rest of
his life, as he married his partner, as she bore

H American Republics
By Alan Taylor

American
History
In 1832, Chief
Justice John Marshall reviewed the
history of America
and concluded,
“The Union has
been preser ved
thus far by miracles. I fear they
cannot continue.”
Alan Taylor, professor of history at the
University of Virginia and two-time Pulitzer Prize
winner, explores the complex and often tragic history behind Marshall’s thinking in his sweeping,
beautifully written, prodigiously researched and
myth-busting American Republics: A Continental History of the United States, 1783–1850 (Norton, $35, 9781324005797).
This powerful overview explores the fierce struggle between groups and governments as settlers
expanded the country westward. Any challenges
to the supremacy of white men or their reliance
on slavery were met with threats of secession by
enslavers and their political allies. Breaking treaties with, dispossessing and killing Native Americans were commonplace, and those who spoke
out against prevailing ways suffered strong rebukes.
When New York journalist John L. O’Sullivan
coined the phrase “manifest destiny” in 1845, he
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children and as Belc decided
to carry a child as well, only
a few months after his wife
gave birth.
The result is a family
that looks one way now—a
father, a mother and three
boys—but looked another
way several years ago. This
is the story of how that family came to be, and of the
erasures (often painful) that
happened along the way,
including the legal erasure
of the friend who donated
sperm for all three pregnancies. There’s also the erasure
of the body Belc had, which
he generously laid out to
birth his son Samson. “He
has permanently altered my
composition,” Belc writes.
But in the midst of these erasures, something
new emerged: an identity and presentation that

was always there but
in shadow, just beyond
view. Bearing Samson
clarified the man Belc
wanted to be.
The Natural Mother
of the Child refuses easy
stories or pat answers.
Instead, Belc tells a
counterstory that resists
hegemonic narratives
and pushes toward something messier and truer.
Belc’s devotion to his
son—and especially his
bodily devotion—comes
through powerfully, a
clear signal. By comparison, some of the other
signs that supposedly tell
us who we are—birth certificates, marriage certificates, adoption certificates—seem desperately incomplete.
—Kelly Blewett

justified annexing Texas and Oregon as part of a
moral empire based on citizen consent, in contrast
to European empires built from violent conquest.
O’Sullivan overlooked a lot. For example, slavery
became more entrenched and profitable as the
country expanded. By 1860, the monetary value of
enslaved people was greater than that of the nation’s
banks, factories and railroads combined. Slavery
divided the country, but racism united most white
people. Even in the North, free Black Americans
couldn’t serve on juries, weren’t hired for better-
paying jobs and were denied public education.
Anyone interested in American history will
appreciate this richly rewarding book.
—Roger Bishop

creatures that can accomplish the task. Flies are
important to lots of other foods, too, from mangoes
to coriander to carrots.
These pollination revelations are just a few
among many fascinating facts in the edifying and
entertaining Super Fly: The Unexpected Lives of
the World’s Most Successful Insects (Penguin,
$18, 9780143134275). Balcombe makes a convincing argument that yes, flies can be annoying—and
their fondness for the “putrid flesh of a rotting
carcass” is certainly disgusting—but they’re also
misunderstood.
Balcombe hopes readers will consider “the range
of critical beneficial services [flies] perform, including pollination, waste removal, natural pest control,
and being a critical food source for scores of other
animals.” From wound-healing maggots to flies that
helped overturn wrongful convictions, there’s much
to learn about the heroism of these tiny creatures.
The author, who’s written four previous popular
science books (including the 2016 bestseller What
a Fish Knows), has done impressively extensive
research for Super Fly, interviewing experts and
scrutinizing studies to make his case for a more
charitable view of the order Diptera. His insatiable curiosity and his gift for making the esoteric
understandable are on full display—in addition to
his wry sense of humor. The occasion of his body
being temporarily invaded by African skin maggots
is handled with resigned aplomb; he also quips
that “fly sex comes in 50 shades of brown.”
But Balcombe is quite serious about flies’ impact
on humanity and the Earth, urging more attention
to flies’ massive evolutionary success. (One expert
“estimates there are about 17 million flies for every
human.”) He asks, “How closely, then, are flies’

Super Fly

By Jonathan Balcombe

Nature
Without flies,
there would be no
chocolate. Birds,
bees and butterflies get all the pollination press, but
according to biologist and ethologist Jonathan Balcombe, flies are the
unsung heroes of
the pollen-transfer
game. The cacao
tree is “one of the most devilishly difficult plants
to pollinate,” and teeny-tiny midges are the only
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fates enmeshed with our own?” For those who
wish to learn the answer, Super Fly is an excellent
and compelling start.
—Linda M. Castellitto

King Richard

By Michael Dobbs

American
History
Though it’s been
eclipsed in the
minds of many
Americans by the
turmoil surrounding Donald Trump’s
dual impeachments, the Watergate scandal continues to reverberate in
the nation’s political consciousness
nearly five decades later. Michael Dobbs’ King Richard: Nixon and Watergate: An American Tragedy
(Knopf, $32.50, 9780385350099) is a balanced but
frank account of a critical period in Richard Nixon’s
downfall and a valuable addition to the literature
of this dramatic era in American political history.
Dobbs draws extensively on material from the
infamous White House taping system, not fully
made public until 2013, and focuses on the 100day period between Nixon’s second inauguration—following his reelection in one of the greatest
landslides in American political history—and the
end of April 1973. That turbulent interval, which
Dobbs meticulously documents on an almost
day-by-day basis, featured frantic, failing efforts
to hide the roles Nixon and his inner circle played
in the illegal political intelligence operation that
surfaced with the arrest of the Watergate burglars
on June 17, 1972. It culminated in the departure of
Nixon’s most powerful aides, H.R. Haldeman and
John Ehrlichman, which signaled the collapse of
the cover-up that ultimately resulted in Nixon’s
resignation on August 8, 1974.
Nixon was a complex figure, and Dobbs offers a
relatively sympathetic portrait of a “self-made man
with a loner’s disposition” who was “personally
responsible for both his rise and fall.” There are no
heroes in this story of lawlessness and corruption,
but it’s clear that White House counsel John Dean’s
decision to cooperate with prosecutors, if only out
of a savvy instinct for self-preservation, was indispensable in finally exposing the cover-up.
Whether readers share Dobbs’ view that “only
the most hard-hearted of critics will fail to feel
any empathy for the pain of a man whose dreams
turned to nightmares as a result of his own mistakes” may depend on their political ideology. Whatever their conclusion, it will be better
informed after reading this engrossing book.
—Harvey Freedenberg

Accompaniment for LGBTQ+
fellow travelers
Two collections of advice pave a smoother way forward for
those who are queer or questioning.
Queer culture has a rich history of elders mentoring younger folks and guiding them through a
way of being that’s still far too stigmatized. The millennial authors of these books are hardly elders,
but neither had the LGBTQ
resources they needed until
college. Now their books leave
a path of breadcrumbs toward
authenticity for their less experienced peers, or any individuals seeking insight, solidarity
and guidance.
If you started reading John Paul
Brammer’s advice column in the
Grindr digital magazine INTO,
consider yourself lucky. The column, “¡Hola Papi!,” now exists on
the platform Substack, as well
as between the pages of his first
book, ¡Hola Papi!: How to Come
Out in a Walmart Parking Lot
and Other Life Lessons (Simon
& Schuster, $26, 9781982141493),
where new readers can fall in love
with Brammer’s writing for the
first time.
Although ostensibly an
assemblage of advice columns,
Hola Papi reads more like an
essay collection. Each submitted question becomes an entry
point for Brammer to share a
story from his life as a young
queer writer and artist. Growing
up in rural Oklahoma, Brammer
learned to live a small life so he
wouldn’t attract attention. Middle school classmates tortured
him with homophobic bullying,
so much so that he harbored a desire for suicide in
the eighth grade. Branded by this trauma, Brammer remained closeted until college.
But coming out doesn’t provide all the answers.
If anything, looking for love and connection on
apps like OkCupid and Grindr can make life more
confusing. In each essay, Brammer explores his
negotiations with himself and others to exist as a
queer, biracial man and the universal struggle of
wanting to be accepted. Anyone who has grappled
with their own identities will relate to Brammer
as he wrestles with insecurities and forges ahead
through the haze of depression.
Brammer’s talent as a storyteller lies in extracting profound meaning from seemingly minor

events and feelings. One particularly tender
essay, for example, revisits the time a former
middle school bully hit him up on a gay dating
app when they were adults. ¡Hola Papi! is a testament to turning past struggles
and humiliations into fuel for a
brighter future, and to owning
your experiences by reframing
the narrative and finding agency
in the retelling.
The Ex-Girlfriend of My
Ex-Girlfriend Is My Girlfriend:
Advice on Queer Dating, Love,
and Friendship (Chronicle,
$19.95, 9781797201825) is based
on a zine that author Maddy Court
created in grad school. Now in
book form, her advice is accompanied by lively Day-Glo art
and comics by illustrator Kelsey
Wroten. Court primarily explores
the experiences of women who
are lesbian and bisexual, as well
as those of people whose genders have been historically marginalized. But her advice—gentle nudges toward therapy or
research about attachment theory—could help anyone who
needs a compassionate ear.
Of course, there are the usual
advice column staples—heartbreak, rejection and jealousy—but
Court also addresses problems as
varied as painful sex, being new
to polyamory and coming out at a
Christian college. She’s sensitive
and loving as she addresses questions from people who are still in
the closet, like how to find closure with people you
never actually dated. And when she’s not the best
person to provide counsel about a particular issue,
she calls in advice from others, such as Le Tigre
musician JD Samson and Wow, No Thank You.
author Samantha Irby.
Court makes clear that finding queer community and consuming queer media are vitally
important, because of how crucial it is to see
yourself represented. By its very existence, The
Ex-Girlfriend of My Ex-Girlfriend Is My Girlfriend accomplishes this, too, as it assures us that
our problems are not so uncommon and we’re all
less alone than we think.
—Jessica Wakeman
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Exposing the poison within
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q&a | rita williams-garcia

An award-winning Black author gives white slaveholders what they refused
to see in her ancestors: their humanity.
Rita Williams-Garcia is one of the most
acclaimed authors of children’s literature working
today. Though she is best known for her middle
grade novels, her new book, A Sitting in St. James
(Quill Tree, $17.99, 9780062367297), is for older
teens and adults. It’s a vividly rendered portrait of
the putrid institution of white Creole plantation
culture in antebellum Louisiana.
Who and what is A Sitting in St. James about?
The book follows the life of a plantation mistress,
Madame Sylvie, but is really about everyone connected to the big plantation house. Madame Sylvie survived the French and Haitian Revolutions
and a forced marriage at 13,
along with a heap of suffering
and humiliation. Now 80, Madame feels entitled to all that she
wants—specifically, a portrait
sitting. Ultimately, Madame’s
insistence on the portrait affects
the lives of her son, her grandson, the granddaughter she
denies, the enslaved people on
the plantation and an unusual
young boarder.
How did you come up with the
book’s central premise?
The story came to me in pieces
over time, through a daydream,
a dream and a boy. In the middle
of a faculty residency lecture,
I daydreamed about a teen
grooming his horse. I realized he was thinking
of a boy, a fellow West Point cadet whom he was
separated from and missed. At another residency, I
awakened one morning after dreaming of a woman
singing in an African language. In that dream, a
young women had been chased by white men.
She couldn’t outrun them, but she managed to
throw her baby into the ocean. I remember that
her singing was joyful.
About a year later, I was part of a panel discussion at a screening of Stanley Nelson’s documentary The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolution. A boy of maybe 12 tearfully asked, “Why do
they hate us?” They, the police. They, white people. My answer was something like, “When they
see us, they don’t see human beings.” I felt I owed
him more of an explanation. Almost instantly,
the images of the West Point cadet, the African
mother saving her baby from capture, a head of
cabbage and an elderly woman lifting her neck
with vanity and pride while sitting for her portrait
came together as a story and as my answer to the
boy at the screening.
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The book is steeped in history. What research
did you do?
I began with online digital archives of local newspapers from the antebellum period, just to see
what was going on and what my characters would
be aware of. I researched the French and Haitian
Revolutions, Louisiana and Louisiana Creole history, the Battle of New Orleans, the presidential
political scene of 1860, the culture of West Point
and oil painting in the mid-19th century.
I studied the Kouri-Vini, or Louisiana Creole
language, to hear the voices of the people. I read
plantation letters, journals and ledgers to get firsthand detail of daily plantation life. I read narratives of survivors of slavery in
Louisiana, just to have those
voices with me.
To portray a working sugar
plantation, I visited the Laura,
Whitney and Magnolia Mound
estates. These plantations and
museums stand as acknowledgments of a cruel past but also
as relics of pride for culture. I
felt that this coupling of a cruel
past along with domesticity and
pride was what I had to capture
in the Guilberts at Le Petit Cottage in my novel.
What was the most challenging
aspect of this story to get right?
I am an outsider to this historic
culture. I had to forget what my
North Carolina-born grandmother told me about
her grandparents and great-grandparents who
were survivors of slavery, because North Carolina
isn’t Louisiana.

Visit BookPage.com to read our starred
review of A Sitting in St. James.

violence against people of color, the suppression
of rights, the unequal access to health care—is not
new. It’s part of the cycle.
We need to talk openly about what is happening
to people because of their race, ethnicity and gender, because the cycle continues. We see it happening before our eyes daily. Each and every one
of us has to become the conscience of this country
by what we say and do. People are being killed or
brutalized on the basis of simply existing. We are
not too far from our enslaved ancestors. We have
to speak up and act up when the unconscionable
is normalized. But we have to talk before there can
be any reparations. We have to be unafraid to have
uncomfortable conversations with an emphasis
on listening.

You made another statement I found powerful.
You wrote that readers will “find hope in the end”
of this story. Hope is often a scarce commodity
when we discuss matters of race in America.
Where will readers find hope in this book?
I hope to have humanized the Guilberts in a way
that allows us to feel a range of emotions about
them. Do we root for them? Curse them? Laugh
In a note included with advance editions of the
book, referring to slavery and its legacies, you
at them? Notice, I’m endeavoring to give to white
wrote, “At no other time in our nation’s history
slaveholders what they failed to see in my anceshave readers sought out more this examination
tors. It’s my hope that if we see the human and not
and conversation.” Why is now a particularly imthe monster in them (although, yes, they do monportant moment
strous things), we
will see the sufferfor this reflection?
“I wouldn’t be here if not for the
I’ve revised this
ing and inhumane
answer 10 times. I people who endured but also loved.” treatment that they
have been watchinflict as real, and
ing the trial of the police officer charged with the
from there, we can see the survivors of their treatmurder of George Floyd. I have become that boy
ment as real. My intention is that the more humanwho asked, “Why do they hate us?” And then I have
ity we see, the better we can judge, acknowledge,
my answer and I get angry. I’m a person in my 60s
understand and even indict. There is the horror,
who sees the present as a cycle. We fight for rights
and there is also the hope. I wouldn’t be here if not
because we experience inequities and brutalities,
for the people who endured but also loved. I want
to pass that on to the reader.
we get rights, we move forward, and then we repeat
—Carole V. Bell
the cycle. What is happening—the murder of and
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Radiant rainbow reads
Fly your rainbow flag with pride as you
discover these tales of modern love.
Three young adult novels put inclusive queer repretime inside each girl’s head through chapters that
sentation in the spotlight and capture how contempoalternate between their perspectives. They are both
rary teens connect both in person and online. Although
busy, overworked students, but their shared obsession
the storytelling styles vary, the emotions in these novquickly builds and spills over into a furtive romance.
els run as deep as love itself.
The demands of parents, teachers and friends weigh on
Noah is a blogger who’s built a huge following by
each of them differently. For Morgan, being demonstrapublishing made-up stories of trans romances that his
tive and declarative about things in public makes them
readers believe are anonymously
real; were Ruby to do that, she’d
submitted by real people. But a disThe emotions in these risk being kicked out of her home.
gruntled reader has called Noah
Navigating that divide is messy, but
out, putting his online reputation at YA novels run as deep Dugan describes it with empathy.
risk. To win over the skeptics, Noah
The girls’ occupations and relationas love itself.
embarks on a fake romance with
ships feel real and add to the sense
Drew, an older guy who seems too good to be true.
of high school as a pressure cooker, especially in what
Could going along with his own romantic hoax cost
seems like the ultimate small-town setting, where a
Noah a chance at the real thing?
rumor can make or break a reputation.
Emery Lee’s Meet Cute Diary (Quill Tree, $17.99,
Ruby’s and Morgan’s stories unfold in tandem, inter9780063038837) is a charming cautionary tale about
secting and separating as events progress and both girls
the limits of online fame. Noah is so overly invested in
grow and change. Some Girls Do is a sweet novel that
offers plenty of rough edges and no easy answers.
his blog that he’s often rude to his friends and family.
Though he has moments of self-awareness, he soon
Robbie Couch’s beautifully realized and heartreverts back to the same behavior. Then he grudgingly
warming debut novel, The Sky Blues (Simon
takes a summer job that leads to a sweet relationship
& Schuster, $19.99, 9781534477858), hinges
with a fellow camp counselor. As he and Devin
on the countdown to a high school rite of
passage: asking someone to the prom. Sky
get to know one another, Noah’s need for
Baker is gay and a major introvert; this “promposal”
clicks and likes begins to lose its luster,
and he starts to understand that being
is a chance to leave his comfort zone and ask out his
honest with the readers he once lied
crush, Ali Rashad, so Sky and his friend Bree have been
to, albeit under the guise of offering them
scheming up great ideas together. Then a hacker
hope, is the responsible thing to do.
leaks their plans to the whole school, along
Meet Cute Diary has some elements of a romwith a racist, homophobic message that
targets both Sky and Ali, and gives Sky a
com but can feel downbeat on the way to its happy
ending. The fact that many trans teens don’t expenew priority: finding the culprit.
rience the same enthusiastic support that Noah and
Chapter titles track the number of days
Devin receive from their families hangs heavy
remaining until the promposal, and even as plans
in the background. One of the novel’s best
go awry well before the day arrives, this structure cleverly keeps the story organized and flowing. Ever since
touches is the clear message that there’s no
single path to transitioning and no set of
Sky’s mom kicked him out of the house for being gay,
pronouns that’s right for everyone. Witnesshe’s been living with Bree, with Sky’s older brother
ing Lee’s characters undertake the challenging work
serving as an ineffective go-between. Sometimes the
of figuring themselves out is inspiring.
weight of Sky’s abandonment sinks him into a heavy
Some Girls Do (Putnam, $17.99, 9780593112533)
depression, which will resonate with anyone who has
captures how two girls with little in common navigate a
ever felt the same. It’s touching to see him receive supcome-here-now-go-away kind of love. Morgan is a new
port from classmates and one teacher in particular,
student, an elite runner embroiled in a lawsuit against
and to see him thrive on their care. And there’s good
her old Catholic school. To Morgan, being out and
humor to be found in how everyone’s crushes and
proud is as necessary as breathing. Ruby is scraping
intentions seem to point in the wrong direction at one
time or another.
by to make ends meet and running herself ragged on
the pageant circuit, where her mother insists she’s on
A group of students works together to find the source
track to become the next Miss America. They meet cute
of the email hack, and their teamwork eventually bears
when Ruby almost runs over Morgan with her beloved
fruit, but there’s no simple justice to be had. It’s a painFord Torino, and mixed into their mutual anger is an
ful lesson, but one that underscores Sky’s resilience
undeniable spark. Morgan would like to coax it to
and growing maturity. The Sky Blues reminds us that
flame, but Ruby’s life depends on her extinguishing it
deep kindness can carry those we care about through
as quickly as possible, and therein lies the dilemma.
hard times.
—Heather Seggel
Author Jennifer Dugan wisely lets readers spend
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Celebrate July Fourth with exceptional picture books that
explore our complicated, captivating country.

Illustrations from Areli Is a Dreamer © 2021 by Luisa Uribe. Reproduced by
permission of Random House Studio.
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Who are Americans, and what do they believe?
How does our history shape our future? Six picture
books offer meaningful perspectives on these vital
questions about the great American experiment.
In the author’s note of America, My Love,
America, My Heart (Greenwillow, $17.99,
9780062993298, ages 4 to 8), Daria Peoples-Riley
recalls growing up as “the only brown girl” at
school, which made her feel like she wasn’t “free
to be myself. . . . My country, America, didn’t feel
free to me.” Her book is a glorious gift that will
reassure children that they don’t have to change
to accommodate people who don’t love every part
of who they are.
In spare text accompanied by powerful images,
Peoples-Riley conveys big, beautiful ideas. The
first page depicts the narrator, a Black boy in a red
shirt, his arms outspread, standing in a spotlight
and looking down at his eagle-shaped shadow.
“America, the Brave. America, the Bold,” writes
Peoples-Riley.
From this striking opening, the book launches
into a series of questions the boy asks his country.
“Do you love me when I raise my hand? My head?
My voice? When I whisper? When I SHOUT?” he
wants to know. Complex legacies of injustice and
activism are embedded in every question.
Peoples-Riley’s muted spreads contain splashes
of red, white and blue that pop with pride on every
page. Her illustrations portray people of various
ages and many different skin tones. She employs
a variety of settings, including vast fields, towering cityscapes and the interiors of churches and
classrooms. The book builds toward a resounding
challenge to embody the American ideal of inclusiveness: “America, Land of the Free. America, ’Tis
of Thee. America, I am you. America, you are me.”
America, My Love, America, My Heart is exquisitely wrought and provides a perfect first glimpse
at patriotism and equality.
In 1871, President Ulysses S. Grant signed the
Indian Appropriations Act, which effectively
declared that Native tribes and nations were not
sovereign entities with whom the federal government could form treaties. Indigenous people often
disappear from American history curricula after
this event. “We are still here!” is the resounding
refrain of Traci Sorell and Frané Lessac’s excellent
informational picture book, We Are Still Here!:
Native American Truths Everyone Should
Know (Charlesbridge, $17.99, 9781623541927,
ages 7 to 12).

Sorell, who is a dual citizen of the Cherokee
Nation and the United States, has created an
amazing repository of Native American history and
presents it in an engaging, accessible manner. The
book is her second collaboration with American-
born Australian illustrator Lessac; their first, We
Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga, received a Robert F.
Sibert Informational Book Award Honor in 2019.
The book’s title page shows a diverse group of
students and their families entering the Native
Nations Community School, where a clapboard
by the door reveals that they’re celebrating Indigenous Peoples’ Day. Subsequent spreads represent student reports on topics such as assimilation, relocation and tribal activism. This framing
device is a clever way to address many issues,
with bright, colorful and kid-friendly illustrations
depicting both the historical topics and the school
scenes. Detailed back matter—which includes further information on each topic, an extensive timeline, a glossary, a bibliography and an author’s
note—reveals the careful research that informs
each spread.
An excellent resource, We Are Still Here! is an
important book that highlights the sovereignty,
strength and resilience of Native American peoples, tribes and nations despite centuries of
mistreatment.
Areli Morales describes her personal experience growing up as an immigrant who came to
America without legal permission in Areli Is a
Dreamer: A True Story (Random House Studio,
$17.99, 9781984893994, ages 4 to 8), a heartwarming, thoughtful and accessible introduction to contemporary immigration issues.
Morales excels at gently conveying the emotional challenges of her story. Readers meet
young Areli when she and her older brother, Alex,
are living with their abuela in Mexico. Areli’s parents, who have already immigrated to New York,
have “been away so long, they felt like strangers.”
When Areli finally joins them, she is heartbroken
at leaving her grandmother and friends behind but
thrilled to be reunited with her family.
However, Areli’s new city is intimidating, and her
classmates tease her and call her “an illegal.” When
her mother explains that without legal documentation, Areli can be sent back to Mexico and can’t
become a citizen, she struggles to understand.
She begins to grasp the significance of her journey during a field trip to Ellis Island. In a memorable spread, Areli gazes at the Statue of Liberty and
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envisions a boat full of immigrants. “She did not
feel illegal,” Morales writes. “She felt like she was
part of something very big.”
Despite the hardships and uncertainty that Areli
experiences, Luisa Uribe’s illustrations portray
scenes of Areli’s family, as well as her changing
surroundings from Mexico to New York, in a lively,
reassuring way. An energetic scene of July Fourth
fireworks conveys Areli’s feelings of acceptance in
her new home, while a visual motif of stars highlights her hopes and dreams for a bright future.
Areli Is a Dreamer speaks to the fears and difficulties of immigration in a well-told story that
never loses sight of its young heroine’s hopes and
dreams. It’s a touching portrait of a loving, determined family as they deal with uncertainty and
discover what it means to be American.
A Day for Rememberin’ (Abrams, $18.99,
9781419736308, ages 6 to 9) is a fictionalized
account of the incredible events that occurred in
Charleston, South Carolina, on May 1, 1865. In
one of the first known observances of Decoration
Day, now known as Memorial Day, 10,000 formerly
enslaved people, along with other members of the
community, decorated the graves of 257 Union soldiers who died and were buried at a racetrack that
had been used as a Confederate prison during the
Civil War.
Leah Henderson tells this story through the eyes
of 10-year-old Eli. In lively prose, she incorporates
details about Eli’s family at this critical juncture in
American history. Eli’s parents had been enslaved.
His mother secretly taught herself to read and tells
her son that he has the “hard-earned right to learn
and what it’s gonna get you beyond.” On this special day, Eli is proud to be chosen to lead a procession of children to the graves because he’s “fastest
at learning [his] numbers and letters.”
Using warm sepia tones, Coretta Scott King
Award-winning illustrator Floyd Cooper brings the
newly freed people in Eli’s community to life, filling their faces with expressions of determination,
remembrance, mourning and celebration. Henderson’s writing is specific and energetic, from the
roses and hawthornes carried by Eli’s classmates
to his mother’s calico dress to Eli’s description of
leading the parade: “Right out in front, I stomp,
knees high.”
A Day for Rememberin’ relates a fascinating,
little-known historical event with a moving story
about enslavement, freedom and the importance
of honoring those who sacrifice their lives for others. Sumptuously told and illustrated, it’s likely to
be long remembered.
“I am Unknown. I am one of many,” declares
the narrator of Twenty-One Steps: Guarding
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier (Candlewick,
$17.99, 9781536201482, ages 6 to 10). Author Jeff
Gottesfeld writes from the perspective of the first
soldier to be interred at the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier at Arlington National Cemetery. His book
describes the monument’s history, the rigor
of the highly select group of people who serve

as guards and the meticulous changing of the
guard ceremony.
This is by no means an easy subject for a picture
book, but Gottesfeld navigates the tricky turf well.
Though his focus is on the Tomb itself, the specter of “combat’s vile fury” hangs over many of the
spreads. In an appropriately elegiac tone, the text
delicately evokes a range of emotions and images,
including the horrors of World War I’s bayonets
and mustard gas, the grief of surviving family and
friends, and the admiration and remembrances of
those who flock to the monument to “marvel at our
sentinels.”
Illustrator Matt Tavares knows his way around
American history, having previously illustrated
books about Benjamin Franklin, Helen Keller,
John F. Kennedy and even the Statue of Liberty.
He begins with an engaging close-up of a framed
photograph of a Black soldier, suggesting what the
unknown soldier interred in the Tomb might look
like. His illustrations show the Tomb during the day
and at night, in snow, sleet and under bright skies,
emphasizing the unwavering presence of its guards.
Twenty-One Steps is such a vivid tribute that
readers will practically hear the rhythmic click
of the guards’ heels as they walk back and forth,
a measured reminder of the loss and sacrifice the
Tomb represents.
Native New Yorker Sean Rubin tells the story of
a Callery pear tree that survived the September
11 terrorist attack on his city in This Very Tree: A
Story of 9/11, Resilience, and Regrowth (Holt,
$18.99, 9781250788504, ages 4 to 8), transforming the tree’s story into a beautiful allegory about
trauma and healing.
Writing from the tree’s perspective, Rubin
describes the moment of the attack in plainspoken
language: “It was an ordinary moment. Until it
wasn’t.” A multipanel spread shows glimpses of
stunned onlookers’ faces, the pants and shoes of
people running away, debris, smoke and flames,
followed by a spread that shows the tree buried
beneath a mountain of twisted black and gray
metal. “Around me it was dark and hot and close.
Did the sun even exist anymore?” the tree recalls.
After being pulled from the wreckage, the tree is
taken to a nursery, where it spends nine years healing. Ultimately the tree is returned to the plaza at
the Sept. 11 memorial.
The process of excavating, rescuing and bringing
the tree back to life is likely to fascinate young readers. A spread of eight panels reveals parallel stages
in the construction of One World Trade Center
and the tree’s regrowth. Rubin’s text often includes
emotional details that will help readers relate to
the tree’s journey. As it’s transported back through
the city, the tree reveals that it’s worried. “What if
something bad happened again?” Rubin keeps the
story simple and focused, relying on ample back
matter to provide curious readers with further
information. It makes for a stirring story of hope
and healing in the aftermath of immense tragedy.
—Alice Cary
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q&a | lydia m. sigwarth

A library welcomed Lydia M. Sigwarth when she had nowhere to call home.
She says thank you with a beautiful picture book.
Children’s librarian Lydia M. Sigwarth’s first
picture book, Dear Librarian (FSG, $18.99,
9780374313906, ages 4 to 8), is a warmhearted testament to a library’s power to change lives. When
Sigwarth was a child, her family moved from Colorado to Iowa, where they stayed with friends and
relatives but didn’t have a permanent home of
their own. During the day, her mother took Sigwarth and her siblings to the public library, where
the children’s librarian, Deb Stephenson, not only
made them feel welcome but also introduced Sigwarth to the magic of reading.
Dear Librarian was inspired by Sigwarth’s experience of reconnecting with Stephenson many
years later during an episode of “This American
Life.” Featuring bright, friendly watercolors by
Argentine illustrator Romina Galotta, Dear Librarian is sure to become a storytime favorite.

© LYDIA M. SIGWARTH

How would you describe your book to someone
who doesn’t know your story?
Dear Librarian is a love letter to libraries, librarians and everyone who has inspired a child by
giving them a safe space to dream. It’s based on
the true story of a difficult time in my childhood,
but it’s full of magic and family and celebrates the
power of belonging and the little
things that make life sweet.

Sigwarth, age 4. “Libraries have
always been my home.”
Tell us about Deb Stephenson. When you
were young, who was she to you? What impact
did she have on you as you grew up and became an adult?
Deb has been a figure of myth throughout my life. I
call her “Wonder Woman in a cardigan.” I’ve spent
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my entire career with a sort of “WWDD” (What
would Deb do?) motto guiding me. I always wondered if she would approve of who I became and
if she would be proud of me.
Within the librarian community, we’re held to very high
standards, and one of the
reasons I didn’t reach out to
her for so long was because I
was terrified that Deb would
be disappointed in me.

© KRYSTHOL DAVIS PHOTOGRAPHY

Ode to a life-changing
children’s librarian

What was it like for you to
sadly the latter didn’t end up bebe able to thank someone
ing a viable option due to techwho’d had such an impact
nological limitations.) I started
on your life?
volunteering at my library when
Anyone who’s listened to
I was 15, and I’m now 30, so I’ve
the episode of “This Ameribeen working in libraries for half
can Life” featuring my story
my life. Libraries have always
knows I shed a lot of happy
been my home.
tears that day. The feeling
of being so understood by
What do you love about being
someone I hadn’t seen in Illustrations from Dear Librarian © 2021 by Romina Galotta. a children’s librarian?
Reproduced by permission of Farrar, Straus and Giroux BYR.
20 years was affirming and
I love talking to library kids.
beautiful. I was afraid she wouldn’t remember
They always have such amazing and unique ideas
and thoughts about life. One of my favorite library
me—and if she hadn’t, I would have totally understood! Meeting Deb and her reaction being
kid stories is the little guy who very confidently
so kind and supportive was more than I could
and sincerely asked me for “The After Quill.” After
have hoped for.
I exhausted all my search capabilities looking for
a book by that title, I finally discovered that he was
What was it like to work with the book’s
looking for a SEQUEL, or in his words, “The preillustrator, Romina Galotta? What is it like
quel—but AFTER.”
for someone to illustrate a piece of your life in
a picture book?
How do your experiences and your story inRomina is an absolute star. I love her so much and
fluence your everyday work with children at
am lucky to have formed a deep friendship with
your library?
her while we worked on Dear Librarian together.
In my work, I try to remember that you can never
We spent hours talking about my family and my
know what battle another person is fighting—and
they might not even know they’re fighting a battle
childhood. She cared so deeply about making sure
the personality of each member of my family was
at all. As a kid, I didn’t fully understand my family’s
present on the page and that my siblings and parsituation, and neither do the kids I work with. Since
ents were all happy with their representation. I had
you can’t fully know anyone’s story but your own, I
a blast going back over old family scrapbooks and
try to approach every family I meet with the same
compassion and care I needed at that age.
sent her so many emails full of pictures. Seeing the
illustrations take shape was captivating because,
Do you have plans for more books?
while they’re very true to life, they’ve also got Romina’s magic touch.
I’ve got a couple things cooking but nothing to
share just yet! I’ve worked with children my entire
life, so I’ve been storing up stories for years. ComDo you remember when you decided to become
a children’s librarian? Did it feel like a decision
ing from a big family means lots of family lore to
or like an inevitability?
pull from as well. I love books that make for fun
Honestly, I don’t remember a time when my life
storytime read alouds, so I’ve got a few of those in
the works!
plan wasn’t to work in a library. (Well, either that or
—Stephanie Appell
becoming a time-traveling detective/ballerina, but
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H Hazel Bly and the
Deep Blue Sea
By Ashley Herring Blake

Middle Grade
Nothing has been the same for Hazel or her
family since Mum drowned in a kayaking accident. Hazel sees danger everywhere and never
leaves the house without her blue “Safety Pack.”
Her little sister, Peach, knows and feels much
more than she lets on. And Hazel’s surviving parent, Mama, doesn’t laugh or smile as much anymore. Worst of all, Mama has spent the past two
years moving them all from one state to another,
even though Hazel desperately wants to go home
to California.
When they land in Rose Harbor, Maine, for the
summer, Mama reconnects with an old friend from
her childhood whose daughter, Lemon, is intent
on befriending Hazel (whether Hazel wants to
be friends or not). Suddenly it seems that Mama

might have entirely different plans for their family
than Hazel realized.
Author Ashley Herring Blake’s first middle
grade novel, Ivy Aberdeen’s Letter to the World,
received a Stonewall
Honor in 2019. Her third,
Hazel Bly and the Deep
Blue Sea (Little, Brown,
$16.99, 9780316535458,
ages 8 to 12), is a masterful depiction of what it’s
like to experience a deep
loss as a child and the
sometimes unexpected
ways that grief can manifest in young people.
Blake doesn’t hesitate
to vividly describe the
pain that Hazel feels but also fills the girl’s story
with plenty of light and comfort, whether it’s the
beauty of the sea or a growing connection with

someone who understands
how she feels. Blake often
includes LGBTQ+ characters in both her middle
grade and YA novels, and
she incorporates a character’s nonbinary identity
with the perfect balance
of straightforwardness and
sensitivity.
Blake’s gorgeous prose
will stir deep emotions
within readers, and her
descriptions of the seaside
setting are full of lovely
sensory details. It’s heartwarming to watch Hazel
heal with help from the sea,
reawakening to her dream
of becoming a marine
biologist. This story of a
girl navigating the choppy waters of grief toward
a brighter shore is heart-rending but full of hope.
—Hannah Lamb

Author-illustrator Tracy Subisak
offers a tender, moving depiction of
what it truly means to be there for
a friend in Jenny Mei Is Sad (Little,
Brown, $17.99, 9780316537711,
ages 4 to 8). Subisak has also
illustrated picture books written by
Curtis Manley (Shawn Loves Sharks),
Ann Marie Stephens (Cy Makes a
Friend) and Kirsten W. Larson (Wood,
Wire, Wings). Raised in Columbus,
Ohio, Subisak now calls Portland,
Oregon, home.
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